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INSIDE SPECIAL FOCUS ON CADCAM & IT

The best selling XYZ LR range is now
available with up to 1.6 metre X travel.
The XYZ LR range starts with the compact XYZ 500 LR, followed by the mid
range XYZ 750 LR and the XYZ 1000 LR all the way up to the new 1,600 mm
travel XYZ 1600 LR. All come with initial free training, ongoing service and support
and access to the XYZ Programming Helplines.
This makes the XYZ LRs the perfect choice for those new to CNC, or for the
workshop that’s looking to modernise and expand it’s existing machining capabilities
with the minimum financial outlay. High speed machining has never been more affordable.

XYZ 500 LR
15 kW / (20 HP) SPINDLE
580 x 400 mm TABLE
510 x 400 x 450 mm TRAVEL
8,000 RPM SPINDLE
(12,000 RPM OPTIONAL)
SOLID CASTING 2,400 KG

XYZ 750 LR
15 kW / (20 HP) SPINDLE
830 x 410 mm TABLE
750 x 440 x 500 mm TRAVEL
8,000 RPM SPINDLE
(12,000 RPM OPTIONAL)
SOLID CASTING 3,500 KG

XYZ 1000 LR
15 kW / (20 HP) SPINDLE
1,060 x 500 mm TABLE
1,000 x 500 x 500 mm TRAVEL
8,000 RPM SPINDLE
(12,000 RPM OPTIONAL)
SOLID CASTING 4,600 KG

FROM ONLY

£33307
,

+VAT

All new XYZ CNC machine tools come with free initial training, full 12 month warranty,

ex

To learn more please call 01823 674200
MACHINE TOOL DEMOS ARE AVAILABLE AT ANY OF THE

U

00 LR

ty,

XYZ 1600 LR
15 kW / (20 HP) SPINDLE
1,600 x 660 mm TABLE
1,600 x 660 x 635 mm TRAVEL
8,000 RPM SPINDLE
(12,000 RPM OPTIONAL)
SOLID CASTING 6,500 KG

extended warranties available, programming helplines and nationwide service engineers.

sales@xyzmachinetools.com

www.xyzmachinetools.com

UK SHOWROOMS DEVON NUNEATON SHEFFIELD & LONDON
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Hexagon’s Manufacturing Intelligence division has released a new
coordinate measuring machine (CMM) – the HP-L-10.10 laser scanner,
which it hails as a first-of-its-kind product. We spoke to Stephan Amann,
vice president of sales and marketing for metrology devices
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Workholding, accessories & barfeeds Enabling quality
Hyfore Workholding brings the Midaco automatic pallet changing system
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Floyd Automatic Tooling; Ceratizit; and Hainbuch
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Turning New dimensions

Taylor Hobson acquired for £63m;
Dugard’s facility in Coventry unveils new Niigata;
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Traub asks to enter administration proceedings;
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Key Events

Supply side Hurco Open House

Air Bearings brings sliding-head turning in-house; Kincardine
Manufacturing Services invests to make the business more
resilient; Okuma incorporates a robotic arm inside its CNC turning
centres; plus, DMG Mori expands production turning portfolio
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Hurco UK held an open house last month where it showed off the latest
machine tools it offers the market like the VM ONE and BX60i. In total
there was 12 machines on display and cutting metal

New Walter Xill-tec
Single flute routers from ITC
Hermle RS1
High-feed milling solution
Eagle G5 soaring
MVR-Hx series
Upgraded V310
Industrial Edge expansion
New Big Kaiser line-up
Machinery protection
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Supply side Citizen Open House
Citizen Machinery UK held an open house last month where it showcased its
portfolio of machines, and the event marked the 5th anniversary of the
launch of the firm’s LFV technology

New products
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9
9
9
9
9
9
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Ceratizit has opened a new Technical Centre and Machinery was invited
to look at the new facility before the official launch and find out what it
will bring to the market
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The coatings for
the highest performance
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www.millscnc.co.uk

Mills CNC Technology Campus: 01926 736736

New Doosan high-productivity, multi-tasking twin-spindle, twin-turret turning centres.

Do more with more!

Doosan’s new Puma TT 1300SYY (42/51mm bar diameter) and Puma TT 2100SYY (65/81mm bar
diameter) twin-spindle, twin-turret turning centres have Y-axis capabilities on both their upper
and lower turrets.
This dual Y-axis capacity makes the machines extremely versatile and ultra-productive:
• The twin turrets allow simultaneous OD and ID cutting on a part in the main spindle.
• Simultaneous milling and turning of components in the machine’s main and sub-spindle enables
multiple finished parts to be completed in one cycle.
• Operations can be combined by machining one side of a part in the main spindle and finishing it in
the sub-spindle.
If you’re looking for something new…some may even say revolutionary…in the area of small
turned parts production - we think you’ll be doubly impressed with our new TT turning centre
series of machines with dual Y-axis capability.
To find out more visit www.millscnc.co.uk or call 01926 736736.

Mills CNC: Like No-one Else!
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The last 20 months have been challenging for the machine tools
industry and for manufacturing, but over the last month, it has
begun to feel like life and business is finally returning to normality
with open houses, press events and trade shows returning to the
UK and on the continent. Long may it continue.
Having started this role in November 2020, right in the middle
of the Covid-19 pandemic but with no vaccines on the horizon, this last month has
for me finally provided the opportunity to meet face-to-face with senior decisionmakers that I have been writing about and has been a really insightful and
interesting last four weeks. I am certainly looking forward to more of the same.
In this issue, we report on three events. Our lead feature (page 10) covers
Ceratizit’s new state-of-the-art Technical Centre on the Advanced Manufacturing Park
in Sheffield that has been built to solve and develop machining processes of
manufacturers’ from across different sectors.
Built in partnership with XYZ Machine Tools, the new facility features a range of
machine tools from XYZ, along with a Mazak multi-tasking machine and Star slidinghead, on which cutting tools can be tested by Ceratizit engineers and metal will be
cut on every day. Located in the heart of advanced engineering in Yorkshire, the
centre looks set to power growth for both Ceratizit and XYZ, while playing a key role
in driving business for their customers and wider industry.
There was a buzz in the air at open houses in October run by machine
manufacturers Citizen Machinery and Hurco UK. We have reports from the Citizen
event in Bushey (page 18) and Hurco open house in High Wycombe (page 20),
where we also find out how business is and capture the mood at both.
In this month’s Machinery Interview (page14) we hear from Hexagon’s vice
president of sales and marketing for metrology devices Stephan Amann, about the
release of its new coordinate measuring machine (CMM) the HP-L-10.10 laser
scanner, which it describes as a “first-of-its-kind product”.
We also have features on turning (page 22); workholding, accessories & barfeeds
(page 26); industry 4.0 & automation (page 30); we look at the energy sector (p34);
report on news in tooling (page 39); and drilling, including deep hole (page 40).
This month, we have a special CADCAM & IT Focus (page 41) in which we hear
how Tebis has made some new upgrades and modules in the latest version of their
system – Tebis 4.1. We also find out how Esprit CAM’s system has boosted
business for two machine shops; new investment in Open Mind CAM software has
delivered; and we cover the latest news from ModuleWorks.
Enjoy reading the issue.
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DAILY NEWS & PRODUCT UPDATES @ www.machinery.co.uk

News round-up

Jaguar Land Rover to manufacture own press tools

As part of the company’s growth
plans, T W Ward CNC Machinery
Ltd (Ward CNC) has enhanced its
sales presence across the UK with
the appointment of three new sales
team members.
www.bit.ly/3b4N0UM

Jaguar Land Rover has started
manufacturing its own press
tools in-house for the first time
following a £1.7m investment at
its Halewood plant.
The company previously
outsourced the production of its
press tools, so this will allow it
to drive efficiency and quality, as
well as give employees the
opportunity to learn new skills, to
build and operate these tools.
The investment involves the
installation of a new Press Die
Manufacturing Centre - the first of
its kind in Jaguar Land Rover, with
a state-of-the-art five-axis milling
machine, which manufactures
press tools – known as blanking
dies - from raw castings. The
blanking dies are the first stage in
the manufacture of car body
panels, during new vehicle
production.
Tool room apprentice Hannah
Cocklin said: “This investment has

Just two years after the launch of
its range of Powerstir ‘dual weldhead’ friction stir welding
machines, UK-based Precision
Technologies Group (PTG) reports
achieving double-digit sales of these
specially developed FSW
technologies for electric vehicle
OEMs.
www.bit.ly/3nnr0tX
Orders for manufacturing
technology in August 2021
reached $560m, according to the
latest U.S. Manufacturing Technology
Orders report published by AMT –
The Association For Manufacturing
Technology.
www.bit.ly/3npFJEN

given the tooling workforce a real
boost as we are doing things we
didn’t think we would ever get to
do at Halewood.
“This is the last year of my
apprenticeship so it’s brilliant to
see what the future has in store for
the team. It’s also exciting for the
new apprentices joining the
company this month.”
Progress is well under way at
the new centre with the factory
producing pressed parts for future
Jaguar and Land Rover models,
across its sites globally.
Jaguar Land Rover’s Halewood
facilities will also be upgraded to

enable the production of fully
electric vehicles, as part of its new
global Reimagine strategy, as the
company drives forward with the
electrification of both Jaguar and
Land Rover brands.
Stamping and press parts
group manager Niall Ford says the
the news shows there is a “bright
and exciting future for Halewood
and the Merseyside region”.
He adds: “The manufacturing
of raw cast iron press tools is
great news for us as we have
never done this in-house before. It
shows huge confidence, not just in
our Halewood factory, but also in
our people who will be building
these tools.
“For the first time, our
workforce and apprentices will be
trained in the new processes and
skills required to build and
operate dies, which means we
attract and keep the best talent at
Halewood.”

Manufacturing Technology Centre
(MTC) principal research engineer,
Dr Sundar Marimuthu, has been
awarded a prestigious UK Research
and InnovationFuture Leaders
Fellowship.
www.bit.ly/3pz3LA3

Precision Sheet Metal firm KMF
has invested in two new laser
profiling machines which will
increase cutting speeds, reduce
operating costs and allow a greater
range of materials to be processed.

General Electric (GE) has
announced a five-year, £2.5m
investment in the UK as part of its
global Next Engineers programme,
to increase the diversity of young
people entering engineering.

www.bit.ly/3maI6vJ

www.bit.ly/3B9RMuL

Rotherham-based contract
manufacturing specialists MTL
Advanced has invested £2m in new
capital equipment to meet the
demands of a series of new highprofile contract wins for the defence
and construction industries.

Five sites have been shortlisted as
the potential future home of the
UK’s prototype fusion energy plant
– the Spherical Tokamak for Energy
Production, or “STEP”. They are in
Ardeer, Goole, Moorside, Severn
Edge and Ratcliffe-on-Soar.

www.bit.ly/3m7kZ5k

www.bit.ly/3CbwmyE

The latest Contract
Manufacturing
Index (CMI)
shows that the
subcontracting
www.bit.ly/2ZeIQHg
market grew
strongly in July
Manufacturers are
Dr Clive Hickman (left)
and August but
being urged to use
receives the award
fell back in
the MACH 2022
September amid
exhibition in April to plan
concerns over
their growth strategies and
material, staff and transport
take advantage of booming market
shortages.
conditions.

Building on its commitment to go all-in on electrification in Europe,
Ford has announced it intends to invest up to £230m at its Halewood
vehicle transmission facility to transform it to build electric power units
for future Ford all-electric passenger and commercial vehicles sold in
Europe. Power unit production in Halewood is expected to begin in mid2024. Production capacity is planned to be around 250,000 units a
year. The investment – which is subject to and includes UK government
support through its Automotive Transformation Fund – will help safeguard
the Ford jobs at Halewood. www.bit.ly/3BbGMNq

8

investment by the West Midlands
Combined Authority (WMCA).
www.bit.ly/2ZeGcBk

Manufacturing Technology Centre
(MTC) chief executive Dr Clive
Hickman (pictured below) has
received one of the Royal
Academy of Engineering’s
most prestigious awards
- the Sir Frank Whittle
Medal.

www.bit.ly/3vEWC29

www.bit.ly/3mdCzVr

Work is moving forward on a new UK
headquarters in the Black Country
for engineering firm Sandvik
Coromant following a £5m

Siddall and Hilton Products has
again put in a strong financial
performance for the year ending 31
March 2021. www.bit.ly/3ntq5YS
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Product pick 10

Grob & Co Holdings Limited
has purchased the Hotchkiss
Group - an engineering and
contracting business with six
companies and employing over
300 staff in the UK.

New Walter Xill-tec
Walter launches Xill-tec milling
range. www.bit.ly/3npsPGQ

www.bit.ly/3GfxnIu

Single flute routers

T he National Manufacturing
Institute Scotland (NMIS) and
Boeing have officially opened a new
research and development (R&D)
facility in Westway Park in Renfrew
within the Advanced Manufacturing
Innovation District Scotland.

V ision Engineering Limited
welcomed HRH, The Princess
Royal to its Global HQ &
Manufacturing facility in Send,
Surrey, to present them with The
Queen’s Award for Enterprise for its
Lynx EVO ergonomic stereo
microscope.

www.bit.ly/3vIpkit

www.bit.ly/3EhssVN

A new £500,000 digital testbed,
which will create a “step change”
in smart manufacturing, is being
built at Queen’s University Belfast to
help develop new technologies and
grow market opportunities for
businesses.

The Society of Motor
Manufacturers and
Traders (SMMT)
has called on
government to
put the
automotive
sector at the
heart of future trade
negotiations, after
revealing vehicle export
revenues reached £27bn in
2020. www.bit.ly/3b9U8z8

180-10-A Series of single flute
routers from ITC extended.
www.bit.ly/3b5to2O

Hermle automation system
The new Hermle RS1. www.bit.ly/3b5WQWD

New high-feed milling solution
Sandvik Coromant has launched a new high-feed milling tool, the CoroMill MH20.
www.bit.ly/3b6jqhF

www.bit.ly/3ma0fty

Manufacturing output volumes in
the quarter to October grew at a
similarly firm pace to September,
according to the latest quarterly CBI
Industrial Trends Survey.

The Eagle G5 is soaring high
The Engineering Technology Group (ETG) has introduced the Eagle G5
Precision EDM machine from OPS Ingersoll. www.bit.ly/2ZkcN9q

MVR-Hx series launched by Nidec
Nidec Machine Tool Corporation has launched the MVR-Hx series of
double-column machining centres. www.bit.ly/2XFybVw

Next step in plate processing
Voortman Steel Machinery upgrades V310. www.bit.ly/3jTnneD

Industrial Edge expansion
Siemens expands Industrial Edge offering for machine tools. www.bit.ly/2ZlSeZx

A public/private joint venture
between the council and Coventry
Airport Ltd, has unveiled further
plans to develop the largest battery
gigafactory in the UK.

Hague Fasteners has turned 50
years-old and marked the
anniversary by investing more than
£100,000 into a new three-axis XYZ
CT 65 LTY CNC lathe to help it
deliver more complex parts and
increased capacity.

www.bit.ly/3mckS8y

www.bit.ly/3GueVw3

www.bit.ly/3mbcnL6

Supporting face mills with diameters of 80mm or 100mm
ITC brings new Big Kaiser line-up of face mill holders. www.bit.ly/3Gkty4D

Machinery protection
The new Sentry G3 machinery protection system from Sensonics. www.bit.ly/2Zm27GV

1st OctOber
Ultra High Quality,
Variable Pitch
4 Flute CZS End Mills
Union Tool, Japan

31 January
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At the beating

The new Ceratizit
Technical Centre

heart of advanced

Ceratizit has opened a new Technical Centre and Machinery was invited to look at
the new facility before the official launch and find out what it will bring to the market

YummyBuum / stock.adobe.com

T

10

he new 5,000 square foot state-of-art Ceratizit UK &
Ireland Technical Centre was opened last month
and ideally located on Sheffield’s Advanced
Manufacturing Park to provide support to manufacturing
companies with their machining processes.
The centre offers the range of Ceratizit ( www.bit.
ly/3m4gs3G ) cutting tool and workholding products from
the four brands of Ceratizit, Komet, WNT and Klenk for
use on a wide range of machine tools. The new facility is
an extension of a similar, smaller centre that Ceratizit
operates with five or six machines, which it has outgrown
as does not have the capacity to introduce a 5-axis
machine and other machining technology.
Developed in partnership with XYZ Machine Tools
( www.bit.ly/3b8UrKG ), the centre
is equipped with nine
machine tools
replicating what its
customers in
their own machine
shops operate, ranging from simultaneous 5-axis
machining capability with the UMC-5X machining centre
from XYZ, a Yamazaki Mazak Integrex I250H multi-tasking
machine and, sliding head technology with the SR-20JII B
from Star Micronics GB, along with other XYZ vertical
machining and turning centres, mills and lathes.
The aim of the sparkling new facility is to support
customers with both training and process development
and to develop machining strategies for customers

from a wide range of industries, such as aerospace,
medical, automotive and oil & gas, freeing up their inhouse capacity to maximise productivity.
Ceratizit UK & Ireland managing director Tony
Pennington explains it significantly enhances the cutting
tool specialist’s capabilities and offering to new and
existing customers, while fitting into the firm’s ‘think
global, act local’ ethos in support of the North European
market. “We will be cutting metal in here every day.
Sometimes people do these things and it is almost like a
car showroom and they do not actually use them. Every
time you come in here you will see metal being cut either
by us or XYZ,” he says.
“We might be training our own engineers to test a new
product that comes out in Germany, which we can see the
data about what it should do, but we want to show our
guys what it actually can do with different materials that
are relevant for our market.
“We have 30-odd sales engineers supporting
customers in the UK & Ireland and it is important for us to
show any new tools working so they are confident to then
put forward a solution that they have seen for
themselves.”
He adds: “We are really excited about working with our
machine tool partners to create what will be a focus of
manufacturing technology, providing practical solutions to
machining issues. The reactions of visitors on the opening
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day are proof that we are delivering a service that will
become increasingly valuable in enhancing their
productivity.”

HEART OF ENGINEERING
Situated a stone’s throw from the Advanced Manufacturing
Research Centre (AMRC), McLaren, Rolls Royce and other
cutting-edge companies, the centre has been in the
pipeline for two years and is situated only a few minutes
from Ceratizit’s main 11,000 square foot site.
Pennington takes up how the project evolved: “Initially,
the plan was to find a 20,000 square foot new or existing
build on the Advanced Manufacturing Park. We have been
members of the AMRC for four years and wanted to be
here as it is where it is happening in Sheffield and in the
UK in terms of engineering.

machining tests and applications training can take place.
Pennington explains the centre will be used to develop
customer projects; optimise current parts; develop a
proposal for brand new parts; and for customer training in
educating how tools are made and different grades for
best use on materials. Customers will be invited to send
in their employees to develop their knowledge base.
He says: “A further advantage is that we are able to
rapid prototype special tooling using in-house developed
3D printing technology, these models can then be
translated into fully functioning tools using the machines
we have available, reducing the time required for
verification and manufacture, and enhancing our support
to customers.”
Pennington uses one recent example to show the
benefits of the new centre: “One of the big things we are

The XYZ 800 HD

manufacturing
“At the time we were looking, we were going to move
lock, stock and barrel but had Brexit to consider and then
Covid-19 came. With Brexit, we were not fully aware of the
long-term requirement for logistics, but we now know
roughly where we are at and what we need to do. We need
some local stock in and overnight delivery of international
stock to retain our service level.
“The lease on the other building expires in December
2026 and we have aligned this premise with the same
five-year period. In about three years’ time we will again
look for another 20,000 square foot site to bring it all
together.”
He continues: “It is difficult to know what you need
until you have built it, in terms of a tech centre with
machines and stuff around it for presentations. Now we
have done this we know what space we need for this, for
logistics due to Brexit and for the sales office and other
back-end services.”
Brexit has proven a challenge for Ceratizit and
impacted the availability of stock, putting pressure on
delivery times. “In the short-term we are going to increase
the stock-holding to maintain the service level. Longer
term who knows. In the next 12-18 months we need to
keep local stock,” explains Pennington.

RANGE OF BENEFITS
The company’s applications team on the centre’s site, can
take customer’s components from drawing to finished
part, with the entire process optimised for maximum
productivity when taken back to their own premises.
There is also a training room where industry-focused
seminars, individual customer process assessments,
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going to use the centre for is fast turnaround
of modifications and specials. We had one
recently done by Rob, one of our young
engineers on the Mazak.
“Typically, the size of the organisation we are, is
that if we want a special made, we are talking four, six or
eight weeks in Austria or Germany, which is still a good
service as it can take 12 weeks.
“Perkins needed a job very, very quickly, as they
needed a side and face cutter with a special thread on
the back. We turned the job around in 48 hours and had it
into the company, wrote the programme with Mazak,
machined the first one and got it working. The second one
then took 24 hours.
“That shows the fast turnaround we can do on special
modifications at this new Technical Centre and the fast
reaction time capability we have. To give them that kind of
service gives them confidence to do more with us.”
New Ceratizit tooling techniques like High Dynamic
Turning (HDT) and FreeTurn tools are also demonstrated
along with new cutting tool
technology, with theoretical
and practical training.
A wealth of cutting tool
experience will be on inhand with five dedicated
staff members on site and
a total of 80-years metal
cutting experience, led by
technical manager Shaun
Thornton and three
apprentices who are all
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Pictured below: The
ribbon is cut to
mark the opening
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dedicated team and this looks set to grow.
Pennington says: “It was already a big part of our
business and generates 30%-plus of our business. Vending
is a big part of our turnover. We have a team of five tool
customer service engineers who drive around the country
refilling and restocking the vending machines so
companies have 24/7 tool access. It gives customers full
control and traceability of their cutting tools.”

CLOSE PARTNERSHIP
Pictured above:
Technical manager
Shaun Thornton
with the XYZ 5-axis
UMC-5X machining
centre

Picture below; A
Ceratizit vending
machine
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AMRC degree graduates, providing a mix of traditional and
modern engineering know-how.

BUSINESS GROWING
As for how business has beenin 2021, Ceratizit has had a
positive year despite the challenges that it and the entire
cutting tool sector has faced through the Covid-19
pandemic over the last 20 months.
Pennington explains: “I think we took a lot of market
share as when I look at the competitor statistics, typically
the market has dropped overall by 25-30% with aerospace
down 45%. We dropped 20% but are coming back strongly.
“2022 is looking good, but the thing that could slow us
down is other factors in the supply chain like problems
accessing materials, etc.
“Companies have orders and machine capacity, but
they cannot run the machines 24/7 as they do not have
enough material coming through.
“Because of these factors, I think it will be a bit lumpy
now and it will take six to 12 months before the market
smooths out. Machine tool companies are doing very well
though which is great, like XYZ, Star and Mazak.”
Providing the best possible service and support for
cutting tools that it provides to its ever-growing
5,500-strong customer base it has in the UK & Ireland is
a key part of business for Ceratizit.
In order to meet demand, company expanding its
workforce to meet rising demand and is looking to recruit
a technical sales engineer in the Home Counties,
applications engineer in Scotland and one in East Anglia.
Pennington explains: “Our business is very much
based on relationships and our average service level in
the company is 12 years and we are only a 21-year-old
company.
“Most of our engineers have done more than 10
years with customers and have long-standing 10, 15
and 20-year relationships. Customers want to see their
engineer every week or two weeks to solve their
problems.”
Another key element of the Ceratizit service
armoury in the UK & Ireland is its cutting tool vending
machines (pictured left) that it provides to customers
– the TOM 80 and TOM 840. The company now has
more than 400 in operation that it services through a

Devon-headquartered XYZ Machine Tools has worked in
close partnership with Ceratizit for around 15 years as part
of a unique machine tool and cutting tool industry
relationship and the new Sheffield centre will be a
Demonstration and Training Centre for XYZ.
The facility is strategically placed to support customers
looking for the latest in machine tool technology it offers
as features seven XYZ machines, with everything from
ProtoTRAK controlled lathes and mills, through its heavyduty and linear rail machining and turning centres to the
flagship UMC-5X 5-axis machining centre.
XYZ customers can visit the centre to investigate not
only the machines, but also to develop machining
strategies to help improve manufacturing efficiencies and
will provide training for customers in the region who have
purchased new machine tools, where they can make use of
the training room facilities alongside hands-on practical
use of the machines.
The machine tool company can change what machines
has in operation at the centre so it can bring in new
technology that becomes available in its portfolio.
Managing director Nigel Atherton says: “In Sheffield we
have always had something shared with Ceratizit but now
we have a UMC-5X 5-axis machining centre here and a
wider range of machines and capabilities that will further
boost business.”
He adds the turnout at the opening of the new Sheffield
centre “exceeded his expectations” and is a “sign that
manufacturing is returning to some form of normality and
customers are continuing to look to invest in new machine
tools to meet changing and growing demands on their
manufacturing capacity”.
Meanwhile, XYZ has other expansion plans as it grows
its footprint in the north of the UK with new showrooms to
be opened in Huddersfield, Yorkshire and in Scotland,
adding to facilities it already has in Nuneaton, Slough and
its main Tiverton-based site.
Atherton says: “For a long time we wanted a place along
the M62 and the 5,000 square foot facility will open in
Huddersfield in January and we will open the Scotland
facility before Christmas.”
Business has been strong for XYZ even through Covid19 and Atherton explains he is optimistic the company is
on track to hit pre-Covid levels of machine tool sales by the
end of this month (November).
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STEPHAN AMANN – HEXAGON

Speed is
of the essence
Hexagon’s Manufacturing Intelligence division has released a new coordinate measuring machine (CMM)
– the HP-L-10.10 laser scanner, which it hails as a first-of-its-kind product. We spoke to Stephan Amann,
vice president of sales and marketing for metrology devices, to find out more about the new product and
what it brings to the shop-floors of machine shops

Q

What does the HP-L-10.10 laser scanner
bring to operators?
Stephan: Prior to this solution, users have
often had to decide between accuracy,
throughput and usability for laser scanning
applications. We feel that HP-L-10.10 is the
first scanner to combine all these factors in
one platform, with no trade-offs in any of
these fields.
HP-L-10.10 can perform non-contact
dimensional measurement at comparable
accuracy to traditional tactile probing, using
rapid optical lasers that deliver excellent data
quality, with less laser speckles and a small
laser spot at focal

point. It can inspect almost any surface in a
fraction of the time of its predecessor, even
shiny and reflective materials that are usually
hard to measure.
Our customers have been clear that speed
is of upmost priority, so as well as multiple
approaches to increase throughput, we have
implemented the ability to vary the speed of
scanning during measurement. Features such
as the warmup station connector also means
that customers do not have re-calibrate as
frequently.
In addition, the capability to measure
different types of parts with an extended field
of view allows the sensor to capture more
data in fewer passes. This is not only helpful
for maximising throughput, but also
extremely beneficial for minimising machine
maintenance and wear, on an already hardy
piece of equipment.
Crucially, it is also a very user-friendly
laser scanner. We wanted to create a
solution not exclusive to specialists,
allowing a democratisation of the
measurement process that is more
enjoyable to carry out, with less required
training. This has also been enhanced by
the simplification of programming
requirements, removing a lot of persistent
roadblocks for operators.
Previous workflows for CMMs could
often be complicated, but we designed HPL-10.10 to enable everyone involved in the
process to input and benefit from the data
– the integrated Overview Camera (OVC) is
Pictured: The Hexagon HP-L-10.10
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pivotal for this, permitting anybody from the
programmers to the operators to have
visibility of the measurement process.

Q

What are the main benefits and
features?
Stephan: For us, the speed of the scanner is
the complete game-changer. It can keep up
with the throughput needed for
manufacturers, as well as maintaining
market-leading accuracy. HP-L-10.10 utilises
Hexagon’s latest cross-platform laser line
scanning technology to offer similar
repeatability and performance compared to
tactile measurements executed on the same
CMM.
Its overview camera (OVC) is another
feature that greatly enhances the experience.
The visible guides help to warn the quality
technician when the measurement range is
exceeded, allowing for easier routine creation
and inspection through Hexagon’s PC-DMIS
software. It can also improve productivity and
collaboration during inspection – for example,
photographing a part surface that is out of
tolerance so that the operator and production
colleagues can quickly locate the problem.
The rapid feedback associated with this
product enables users to evaluate production
quality, enhance production processes by
identifying problems early, and get an insight
into the complete part quality. Users can
easily visualise surface imperfections, fully
exploiting the scanner’s multi-faceted
capabilities to identify perceived quality
issues to feed continuous process
improvement.
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These features are extremely
useful when establishing why a
measurement has gone wrong,
thanks to maximised data
collection. It can provide a lot more
clarity for quality departments when
they go back into production and
design to have a conversation about
root causes of hiccups in production,
so the solution supports collaboration
between departments as well as
enhancing them individually.
In addition, the platform
employs Hexagon’s unique
SHINE (Systematic HighIntelligence Noise
Elimination) technology,
making it possible to scan
almost any part surface or
finish at maximum speed and
accuracy without user
intervention. It can measure
600,000 individual points per second with a
probing form error of just 8μm, rapidly
capturing a complete high-resolution digital
representation of a part that is valid for both
surface and detailed feature inspection.
Everyone uses CMMs, but when you
integrate a highly flexible platform like this
laser, it become instantly more futureproof.
For example, a subcontractor can easily
integrate the solutions to be flexible and not
be trapped by lack of interoperability.
HP-L-10.10 can also be established nearthe-line, which saves considerable costs and
time for customers. Metrology solutions close
to the production line can have a massive
impact on the efficiency of manufacturing.
The machines are capable of environmental
monitoring for factors such as temperature,
ensuring that the conditions surrounding
them will not impact the accuracy of the
measurement.

Q

What end of the market is the HP-L10.10 positioned in?
Stephan: HP-L-10.10’s non-contact
measurement boosts traditional CMM
capabilities, which allows a range of
measurement applications from larger sheetmetal parts to intricate electric vehicle
components. Manufacturers will understand
where sheet metal measurement is involved,
there are often bottlenecks due to the size of
the part.
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The speed and
accuracy of HP-L10.10’s lasers mean this
will no longer be such an
issue, especially for
markets such as aerospace
and automotive
manufacturing. There are also
exciting potential applications for
medical technologies, such as implants,
which are often made of shiny surfaces that
are difficult to measure and require noncontact scanning for which HP-L-10.10 is
ideal. We are continuing to explore other
markets, discussing unique measurement
challenges with customers.

Users want more
and more data, so this
product will be a massive driver
for that goal.

Q

What makes the HP-L-10.10 a
technological advancement on
other Hexagon products and in the overall
marketplace?
Stephan: The HP-L-10.10 is seven times
faster than its predecessor and introduces a
more high-precision scanning concept. The

Q

How competitive is the market?
Stephan: This depends on how you see
the market – there are only a few comparable
offers for CMMs, and nothing reaches HP-L10.10 in terms of versatility, speed and
accuracy. HP-L-10.10 is the one laser
scanner that will make the market larger
because it can do so much more, and all in
one platform. There are other very accurate
scanning solutions on the market, some that
are also very fast, but they don’t combine
nearly as much as we can in this product.
We feel we have the best portfolio of laser
scanners in the world and, as well as leading
this market, we expect HP-L-10.10 will raise
the bar and demand more from competitors.
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Above: Sheet metal close-up
speed means quality professionals
won’t have to deal with bottlenecks
as often and unlocks rapid access
to invaluable feedback data.
For example, when machining of
parts consists of multiple time-costly steps,
intermediate checks often need to be carried
out. In cases where the CMM is the
bottleneck, speeding up the process means
the part can go back to production faster. The
ease of use means anyone in production can
inspect a part, especially crucial in periods of
skills shortages and workforce disruption, due
to events such as Covid-19.

Q

How does the CMM complement your
product offering?
Stephan: With HP-L-10.10 we took the best
from our existing, world-leading solutions and
combined them to create this product for
global CMMs. It is the missing piece in the
puzzle for many of our current and future
customers, with challenging applications that
needed higher accuracy, non-contact scanning
for hard to measure surfaces. The HP-L-10.10
can be independently swapped in and out of
CMMs, stored in a tool changing rack and
warmed up, ready whenever you need it.
One of the main advantages of the system
is a combination of tactile and non-contact
sensors – while tactile probes are likely to
always be needed for high accuracy and
repeatability of crucial elements, the trend
nevertheless goes towards surface data, so
CMMs of the future must be equipped with a
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combination of tactile and non-contact
sensors.
The glue that marries it all together is
Hexagon’s PC-DMIS inspection software,
which is universal across our whole ecosystem
of metrology solutions and enables
users to
automatically
produce
efficient
laserscanning
paths by
automatically
generating the
tips, scans
and motions
needed for
measurement.
It can be used
on any of our
products
throughout the
Hexagon
portfolio. PCAbove: Blade close-up
DMIS is an
easy-to-use system widely known all over the
world and with our customers and is a
significant player in the huge potential of HP-L10.10 thanks to its highly interoperability and
flexibility.

for reverse engineering and prototyping
using CMMs. In the electric vehicle market,
which is still in its infancy, innovative
approaches are needed to manufacture and
assess prototypes rapidly. The speed and
flexibility of the HP-L-10.10 system is a
perfect fit for such challenges, with hairpin
measurements being a key example. When
the perfect prototype (master hairpin) is
created, we can measure complete surface
profiles and put into our REcreate software
to reverse engineer the product. This takes
point cloud data and builds out a CAD model
that can be used to act as master model for
every product that follows.

Q

Was the CMM to developed to meet
demand from OEM customers?
Stephan: Speaking to our market-leading
customers, like Škoda Auto, we often hear
that measurement needs to be faster and
more accurate above all. This was the main
driver in our development of HP-L-10.10, but
we also noticed gaps in usability in similar
products, hence the addition of so many
new features to enhance the experience of
operating the machine. Laser scanning is a
growing market, and Hexagon has been
adding capabilities to all our devices, from
stationary equipment to robotic arms.
Nothing else on the market has hit the
mark quite like this – even though our
customers talk about laser scanning
representing the future of metrology, many
products aren’t multifaceted and accurate
enough to fully exploit the technology.
For example, one of our customers in
aerostructures has a predecessor product to
the HP-L-10.10, which has already given
them 80% back in throughput. They are
predicting this will give them an additional
80% due to its speed and capability with the
large parts they deal with.

Q

What different sectors and applications
will the HP-L-10.10 be used in?
Stephan: HP-L-10.10 has a lot of versatility,
and there are plenty of applications for
customers to explore. Main sectors of
interest will be those where speed is crucial.
Before this product, speed would be the main
driver for OEMs to use laser scanners, but
HP-L-10.10 means there is no compromise
with accuracy and flexibility.
Automotive and aerospace have always
been our number one markets for CMMs,
specifically with aeroengines and small
components of cars, but we’re now seeing
different industries come into play such as
MedTech, e-mobility and electronics.
Capturing accurate surface data to compare
the manufactured part to the original surface
design is a key capability in sectors such as
automotive and aerospace, to maximise
factors like the aerodynamic performance.
This platform also opens the doors for
additive manufacturing, as well as processes

Q
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Will there be future developments of
the HP-L-10.10 range and more
upgrades?
Stephan: We are going to be developing all
the features of HP-L-10.10 further. Without
revealing too much, we can say the systems
will be made smarter and more collaborative
and enhance every part of the CMM to keep
it future-ready. We aim to keep the product
in a globally leading position, always
monitoring for future trends. ■
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Business is
booming in Bushey
Citizen Machinery UK held an open house last month where it
showcased its portfolio of machines, and the event marked the 5th
anniversary of the launch of the firm’s LFV technology

O

pen houses have returned and are
being welcomed with open arms and
Citizen Machinery UK’s event at its
Bushey headquarters was attended by new
and existing customers with live
demonstrations on machines covering bar
capacities from 12mm to 51mm.
The company demonstrated the
capabilities of its Japanese parent company’s
sliding-head (Cincom) and fixed-head (Miyano)
bar-fed CNC turn-milling centres, which it sells
into the UK and Irish markets, as well as
being the distribution hub
for Citizen machines
going into France,
Spain, Portugal,
Denmark, Sweden,
Finland,

Israel, and Africa.
Among machines on display and being
demonstrated were the Cincom M32 VIII,
Cincom L32 VIII and Cincom L12 VII. From
the Miyano range the BNE51 MYY, BNA42 SY
and the GN4200 were among the 12
machines that were showcased.
The open house also saw partner
suppliers of Citizen Machinery UK ( www.bit.
ly/3jodwNg ) attending from across tooling,
cutting, fluids, swarf management,
workholding, CAM software and finance. They
included Floyd
Automatic, Iscar,
Hainbuch, Firetrace
and Arno.
Speaking to
Machinery, UK &
Ireland sales
manager Tony
Nolloth says the
open house well
attended and it
was a great
opportunity to show off new kit,
network and show the benefits of Citizen
Top: Citizen Cincom L12 with LFV
technology
Below: Citizen Cincom M32 VIII
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The open house
was well
attended

machines to machine shops.
He explains that business has been
strong so far this year: “It is ridiculously busy.
Going back 12 months we would never have
dreamt we would be in this situation with
record orders, and we are back to levels that
we have not seen since 2018.
“Machine and material availability for your
average user is difficult and we are talking
longer lead times than we are used to.”
Nolloth says machines are selling strongly
across the board in the Citizen portfolio, in
both the Cincom and Miyano ranges.
“We promote ourselves as solution
providers, so it is not just about the
machine,” he says. “It is about how the
machine can solve any production problems
and issues or whatever it might be so we will
pick the right machine for that job, and it is
driven by the customer’s requirements to
what we actually provide ourselves.”

TECHNOLOGY PULL
The open house also marked the 5-year
anniversary of Citizen’s innovative low
frequency vibration (LFV) chip breaking
software – which is now available on seven
machine models. Citizen engineers were on
hand to explain how the LFV technology has
helped boost CNC machining productivity.
Nolloth says: “There are all sorts of words
to describe the LFV technology and normally
people say it is game-changing and
revolutionary and, it is. It has answered
peoples’ problems with swarf control and
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unattended operations. The machines are not
cheap so if people make an investment and if
possible unattended then there are cost
benefits.
“Five years ago, it was released, and
some people said it would shake the machine
to bits but there has been detriment to the
machines at all. The machine is designed
with LFV in mind, and it is not just a piece of
software we put on the machine.
“The whole build of the machine was
upgraded, the breaking and lubrication
systems, and the rigidity of the build was
designed to cope with this kind of technology
which gives you the unattended operation,
basically oscillating the axis and
synchronising the sub-spindle.
“It is ground-breaking and was a whole
new ground that people were looking for.
There are imitations out there, but nobody
has got the technology like it. The LFV
technology has driven people to buy the
machines.”
Citizen Machinery UK merged with Miyano
more than 10 years ago and ever since, sales
numbers of the Cincom sliding head CNC
lathes and Miyano fixed head CNC lathes
have traditionally been much further apart to
the markets the company serves, but this
has been changing recently.
Nolloth says: “When we came together, I
would say it was probably an 80/20 split
(Cincom/Miyano) and then it got to 70/30.
However, in two months of this year, including
last month, we sold as many Miyano
machines as we did Cincom so that gap is
closing and Cincom sales have not been
going down. We are getting market
penetration with the Miyano machines, and it
has been very good for us.”

for automation and one recent project
the company put a robotic loading
solution into a company in the
Midlands that produces water
pumps.
Nolloth notes: “Automation is
coming up now. We have just done
that big automation project and we
have one or two others in the
offing. The Miyano BNA-42 SY5
machine has been designed with
automation in mind so there is
mounting points for gantry load
and robot load built into the
machine.
“I remember at MACH in 1984
and everyone was talking about
robots as being the thing of the
future, but it never really
happened, but since the Covid19 pandemic has hit, companies
have realised that they need to
invest in automation.”
Citizen Machinery UK is
attending MACH 2022 that is
taking place from 4-8 April at
the Birmingham NEC and will
showcase 13 or 14 machines
at the machine tool event.
Nolloth says: “It is going to be big. We
were looking at increasing the size of our
stand, but I believe that MACH is selling well
very well so we just have the original stand
size we had when it was cancelled.”

Top: Citizen Miyano BNE51 MYY
Above: Inside the Citiizen Cincom M32
Below: Citizen Cincom L32 VIII

WIDE RANGE OF SECTORS
Nolloth says: “Medical is strong, aerospace
was flat but is now coming quite strongly and
people are seeing schedules now, which
doesn’t mean a lot as they are not concrete
orders, but they are getting schedules now for
the last quarter of this year and first quarter
of 2022.
“Aerospace has been the one that has
been lagging behind but every other sector
like recreation and leisure has been busy.
Automotive is still pretty strong like your
JCB’s and Caterpillar’s.”
Citizen is also seeing increasing demand
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Above: The open house
attracted a range of
customers
Right: Hurco managing
director David Waghorn
with the VM ONE

Machine manufacturer
positioned for growth
Hurco UK held an open house last month where it showed off the latest machine tools it offers the market
like the VM ONE and BX60i. In total there was 12 machines on display and cutting metal

O

pen houses have returned, and boy
have they been welcomed with open
arms. That was the case in high
Wycombe from 6-7 October when Hurco
( www.bit.ly/30I29tb ) held an open for new
and existing customers, where it showed off
some machines for the first time in the UK.
Talking to Machinery, managing director
David Waghorn says it was one of the most
successful open houses in its history with
the highest number of pre-registrations that
he has ever seen.
He adds: “It feels great, there is nothing
like talking to customers face-to-face

and seeing all the sales guys who have
been working remotely. It is amazing what
comes out of the discussions too and it is
an absolute pleasure to see people here
and enjoy their company.”
As for how business has been in general,
Waghorn notes it has been surprisingly
good, but very patchy. He adds: “I think we
have gone through the last 18 months when
it felt the world was going to end and then
there have been periods where we have
been so busy.
“Our financial year ends at the end of
October and this year will be amongst the
best years we have ever had. 2018 was
our best year, but this year will be better
than both 2019 and 2020. It is good, not
fantastic, but we are very optimistic for
2022 as well.”
Waghorn says Hurco is yet to see the
benefits of the new super-deduction tax
incentive for companies investing in new
equipment over the next two years, but
The BX60i VMC
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he expects to see business through this
policy in the early part of 2022 at the end of
most companies’ financial years, further
boosting sales.
UK manufacturing performance and
growth is generally patchy from sector to
sector with certain Hurco customers
extremely busy but others not, explains
Waghorn, who cites aerospace and
motorsport as still being in a lull, although
general subcontract engineering is buoyant,
and more reshoring is taking place from
Europe and the Middle East.
He notes: “I would argue what the UK
engineering does well is high quality parts,
fast turnaround, high added value, we are
the best at and wherever there is an
opportunity to do that the UK is doing well
and we are seeing some production work,
bits that have been away for a long time
coming back.”

NEW TECH
Taking centre stage and show for the first
time was the VM ONE, a compact, entry-level
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SUPPLY SIDE HURCO OPEN HOUSE

vertical-spindle machining centre (VMC) –
small enough to fit through a two-metre high
doorway but with generous power and
capacity, considering the footprint of
1,842mm x 1,793mm.
The VM ONE, sits in the Hurco range
between the even smaller VM5i and the
similarly compact but slightly larger VM10i,
harks back to 2002 when the original entrylevel VM1 made its world debut in Chicago.
The new VMC is a revitalised version of the
popular VM1.
Capable of producing prismatic parts
weighing up to 1,500 kg within a working
envelope of 660 x 406 x 356mm, it has a
programmable feed rate up to 28 m/min in
all axes, equal to the rapid traverse rate and
utilises the VM5i’s head casting, modified
box column, 7.5 kW / 8,000 rpm spindle
motor and 16-station tool magazine.
Waghorn says: “We ended the VM5 and
the VM ONE replaced this, and it is a higher
performance machine for not a lot more
money. The VM ONE is a stepping-stone to
the VM10, by far our best-selling machine,
and possibly the most popular machine in
the UK we would argue. The VM ONE is ideal
for the right applications.”
Also showcased was the high speed
double-column bridge BX60i VMC, designed
for large X and Y axis travels while
maintaining dynamic stability and accuracy.
The BX60i has a maximum spindle speed
of 18,000 rpm, table size of 1900 x
1300mm, a 30-station tool magazine with
the option of 50 and an X, Y, Z travel of
1600 x 1300 x 700mm and can handle a
maximum weight of 6000kg.
Waghorn says it a niche, high
performance machine and ideal for
producing large mould tools or aerospace
aluminium components. “We have not sold a
BX60 in the UK yet but have sold three or
four BX50s which is the smaller version and
the customer reaction has been excellent,”
he notes.

AUTOMATION
Two of Hurco’s most popular automation
solutions were in operation at the open
house. The Hurco ProCobot Profeeder
produced parts on a VM20i VMC and an
Erowa Robot Compact 80 fed the new
VMX30UDi, a direct-drive, 15,000 rpm
version of the VMX30Ui 5-axis VMC.
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Above: Hurco ProCobot Profeeder
The Erowa lends itself to one-offs,
whereas with the Hurco ProCobot, machine
shops would do one-offs in the day and then
use it to set up a production run overnight.
Waghorn explains: “The two automation
solutions (above) are quite different, and it
really depends on the application and there
is no right and wrong. It is a case of
customers telling us what they are going to
make and we will propose the right
solution.”
In his view, automation today is where
5-axis was 10 years ago as everyone is
talking about it but not many are investing it.
He says: “I visit several customers and can
see they are crying out for automation, and I
think once they take the plunge they will
realise the benefits and it will start
snowballing.
“The actual volume of automation we sell
is not that high, but we are always ready for
the floodgates to open, and it will become
almost a standard bolt-on.
“Automation solution costs are coming
down, more accessible,
easier to use and we are
just trying to make a real
simple plug-and-play
solution for our machines.”

plus a further four models from the VMX and
VM ranges.
Waghorn explains the turning portfolio is
being expanding gradually and it is due to
start selling a range of MYMYS products in
January with the launch set to take place at
MACH 2022 in April.
“I have one for trial in the warehouse, but
we have not done the upgrades yet to get it
up and running,” he explains. “For us, it is
obvious the gaps in our product range. We
need to add to the turning centre range
quite substantially.”
Automation will also be a focus moving
forward: “Naturally we see automation
growing and we will continue our partnership
with Erowa, as what it does is completely
different to what the ProCobot does, and
they are different solutions.”
Hurco is expanding the number of service
engineers it employs across the UK to meet
the needs and demands of customers. Since
the start of 2021 it has added three, taking
the total it has on the road to 22 and has
places available for another three.
MACH 2022 from 4-8 April 2022 is hotly
anticipated across the machine tools industry
and it is for Hurco, which will have a
significant area at the Birmingham NEC where
it will showcase its latest machine tools.
Waghorn says: “We are working on the
plans now and it will be very close to this (the
open house), and we have 300 square
metres there. Everyone missed MACH 2020
and we think the way the market is working it
looks like it will be the perfect time for MACH
2022. We are ordering a ton of machines
now to be ready for MACH.”

TURNING TARGETS
Three Hurco turning
centres were
demonstrated, including
the TM8Mi driven tool
lathe and the versatile
VMX42SRTi 5-axis VMC
with direct drives on all
axes including B and C,
Pictured right: inside the
VM ONE
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Economy
of production

Right: Dave Stacey, senior production
controller at ABL in front of the
Citizen Cincom L20-VIIILFV slidinghead lathe
Below: A selection of rotational parts
for air bearings turned by ABL on its
Citizen Cincom sliding-head lathe

Air Bearings brings sliding-head turning in-house; Kincardine
Manufacturing Services invests to make the business more resilient;
Okuma incorporates a robotic arm inside its CNC turning centres; plus,
DMG Mori expands production turning portfolio

T

he first sliding-head turn-milling centre
installed at the Dorset factory of Air
Bearings Ltd (ABL) was the Citizen
Cincom L20-VIIILFV that was delivered in June
2019, which has brought in-house the
production of nearly all shaft-type
components.
The move saved around £8,000 per
month previously spent on subcontract
Swiss-type turning and due to the success,
the machine acquired from Citizen Machinery
( www.bit.ly/3pkIRV7 ) paid for itself within 18
months.
Speeds up to 350,000 rpm are attained
by ABL’s air bearings, which are used
globally in machinery for semiconductor
wafer slicing, printed circuit board drilling,
and micro-machining applications as diverse
as polymer lens manufacture for cataract
operations, edge grinding of toughened
glass for mobile phone screens, watch
component manufacture and milling of
coining dies. The high rotational speeds
demand that sub-micron tolerances be held
on some turned bores and other features of
component parts of the air bearing.

This in turn means operations prior to
diamond turning and grinding of the bore
and outside diameter must also be very
accurate to meet pre-finishing requirements.
In this department, ABL operates two
vertical machining centres, seven 2-axis
chuckers, two multi-axis, bar-fed, fixed-head
lathes and now the Citizen L20 slider.
Only top-end machine tools are
purchased by ABL to meet the levels of
precision required to ensure rotational
motion of the air bearing spindle to within
a couple of microns. The shaft assembly
with its six key parts is especially critical.
ABL’s senior production controller Dave
Stacey explains: “Take the collet, for
example, produced from 13mm diameter
tool steel bar. The concentricity of the front
bore to the taper is tied up to 30 microns
total indicator reading (TIR).
“Dimensional tolerances on diameter
and length need to be within 50 microns or
sometimes 25 microns to allow post
machining to sub-micron accuracy, while
there is a 6-micron limit in the bore.
“Originally, before our decision to use

Turning news and products in brief
■ Dugard has strengthened its portfolio of turning centres with the arrival of the Pinacho
brand of conventional and CNC flatbed lathes. ( www.bit.ly/3B10yev )
■ Hardinge has entered into an agreement to acquire and J.G Weisser GmbH & Co,
enhancing its turning and milling portfolio. (www.bit.ly/3jqmp9o)
■ GM CNC has grown its product range after introducing the Victor Vturn-A20Y turning
centre. (www.bit.ly/3B3B40f)
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subcontract services,
these collets were machined in-house in
two operations - turning and boring on a
fixed-head lathe and then drilling of eight
radial holes on a machining centre.
“The time-consuming process led to our
pre-finishing department only producing the
quantity that was needed, which could be
as low as 15-off, yet external heat
treatment and stress relieving before final
finishing still cost £250 a time, irrespective
of component quantity.
“Now, with single-hit turn-milling of the
collets on the Cincom L20, we run off
typically 500, representing three months’
supply, at a fraction of the cost of
subcontracting them out, added to which
we can take full advantage of the fixed-cost
heat treatment service.”
The largest part produced on the Cincom
L20 is a 250mm long push rod turned from
16mm silver steel bar down to 7mm
diameter in one pass. It would not be
feasible to turn the component in several
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passes, as it is longer than the guide bush;
while recourse to turning between centres
using the sub-spindle would unduly extend
the cycle time and leave a witness mark.
Taking a 9mm depth of cut in this high
carbon steel over much of the component’s
length is an ideal time to activate Citizen’s
LFV (low frequency vibration) chipbreaking
software in the Mitsubishi control. It allows
what would normally be long, stringy swarf
to be broken into shorter lengths, the size
of which is determined within the program,
to avoid birds-nesting around the
component and tool and the need to
remove the swarf repeatedly from the
machining area by hand.
Economy of production is greatly
increased, as there are no stoppages for
swarf clearance, and the lathe can be left
to run unattended. Additionally, absence of
chatter improves the surface finish on
machined components.
Stacey adds the firm is looking at putting
classical fixed-head work onto the machine,
parts that are shorter compared with their
diameter, providing an opportunity to bring
further subcontracted turning in-house.
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BUSINESS RESILIENCE
Scottish precision engineering firm
Kincardine Manufacturing Services (KMS)
has invested in a Yamazaki Mazak ( www.bit.
ly/2XwdoDM ) SLANT TURN 550M CNC
turning centre, part of its long-term, postCovid business resilience strategy.
The firm specialises in the manufacture
of complex components used across the oil
and gas sector and the
machine is suited to the
cutting of large, long
shaft workpieces up to
5,690mm in length and
Ø910mm. Linear roller
guides on the X- and
Z-axes provide a high
level of rigidity during
the cutting process,
while the machine tool
is able to process a
broad range of difficult-

to-machine materials thanks to its
high-power 45kW 1000 rpm main spindle.
The investment is the latest in a series of
machine tools KMS has purchased from
Yamazaki Mazak, including models from its
QUICK TURN and INTEGREX series.
Financial director & founder Graham
Truscott explains: “The Covid-19 pandemic
has hit manufacturing hard, with the energy
sector having faced a wealth of cancelled or
postponed projects. However, at KMS
Engineering we are aware of the importance
of investing in our resilience to adapt to the
manufacturing challenges of a post-Covid
world. In short, we must prepare for
economic recovery by being proactive.
“While many took the decision to cut
costs or reduce capacity during the Covidenforced lockdowns, we decided to increase
our manufacturing capacity by investing in
premium CNC machine tools.
“We have worked with Yamazaki Mazak
for a number of years and have enjoyed
great success with our QUICK TURN and
INTEGREX models.
“The SLANT TURN 550M will add a new
dimension to our precision machining
capabilities, particularly when undertaking
heavy-duty cutting of difficult-to-machine
materials, at high feed rates.”
Truscott says the investment in new
machinery will help the company improve its
machining capability, the positive effect on
overall capacity and response times, helping
ensure it is “ready for the anticipated
increase in production demand throughout
2021 and beyond”.

Pictured: An Okuma
LB 3000 EX II CNC
lathe fitted with
Armroid automation
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AUTOMATED TURNING
Japanese machine tool
manufacturer Okuma has
incorporated a robotic arm inside
its CNC turning centres for
automated production of shaftand chuck-type components,
which are sold and serviced
exclusively in the UK and Ireland
by NCMT ( www.bit.ly/3vzFOcw ).
One of the first Okuma lathes
to benefit from an internal
Armroid (Arm Robot Intelligent
Design) workpiece load/unload
system is the LB 3000 EX II.
Three different end-of-arm
effectors are available for
performing different tasks. One
is for blasting air or coolant
within the cutting zone. It can be
programmed to follow the
cutting tool for breaking up
stringy swarf or to clean down
the whole working area, greatly
improving chip management. A
roller end effector provides support under a
shaft component during cutting to minimise
chatter.
In combination with a workpiece stacker,
the third end effector is a two-finger gripper
for automatically holding shaft-type
workpieces around their circumference for
loading and unloading, weight capacity
being 5kg. All three end effectors are
stored within the machine and are

exchanged automatically by the robot.
A longer, more powerful Armroid can be
integrated into a second Okuma turning
centre, a Multus B250II multi-tasking lathe.
The robot arm handles workpieces up to
10kg and possesses a fourth type of end
effector with a 3-jaw gripper for holding
billets around their end faces.
Armroid systems are ideal for high mix,
small batch work. The cells are not

Pictured: The DMG Mori NZ DUE

DMG Mori expands
production turning portfolio
As the latest series in DMG Mori’s ( www.bit.ly/3jns0gK ) production turning portfolio,
the company says the NZ platform “sets new standards in modularity, flexibility and
productivity for individual customer requirements” on a footprint of just 17.8 m2.
There are two machine bed sizes – a short version for workpieces up to 740mm, long
version for workpieces up to 1,290mm. The highly flexible with up to four machining units
for turrets 80mm Y axis on each position and -10° to +100° B-axis possible on all four
positions. There is the option to install two, three or four units with B-axis and a TWIN
spindle in the Z-axis. The twin-spindle as steady rest, Swiss-type functionality or both
side turning and can be automated with integrated workpiece unloader, bar loader or
one or two gantry loaders, robot in the work area, Robo2Go or Matris. There are several
automations solutions for the NZ platform.
Available in two bed sizes, the new NZ platform serves a range of components. The
short version is for workpieces up to 740mm, while the long version for components up
to 1,290mm. Due to the modular machine concept, the NZ platform includes the NZ DUE,
NZ TRE and NZ QUATTRO. This means two, three or four milling units can be installed.
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intended for lights-out production of large
quantities of the same part due to the
limited number of workpieces that can be
accommodated by the stocker.
As the robot is part of the machine tool,
expensive system integration is
unnecessary. Using Okuma’s own OSPP300A control, an operator enters the
coordinates for the start and finish points
and the robot moves through its motions.
Roid Navi software simplifies programming.
Okuma has also developed a Standroid
automation solution with the requirements
of small and medium size enterprises in
mind. It can be placed next to various
Okuma vertical machining centres. Currently
six Okuma machining centres can be
equipped with this cell.
The automation solutions are designed
for OEMs and subcontractors involved in
high mix, low volume production that want
to use long periods of unattended
operation. The main advantages Okuma
notes are a compact footprint, ease of use,
minimal operator training, machine-robot
compatibility, and elimination of the cost
and potential difficulties with integration by
a third-party.
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M O W I D E C-T T
SMART CENTERING SYSTEM
micron read out via a contactless proximity detector
allows x and y axis offsets to be accurately adjusted
save time on multi - tool set ups
no dial gauges required

RAPID AND ACCURATE CENTERING OF DRILLS
AND OTHER TOOLS TO THE MAIN SPINDLE & SUB-SPINDLES
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THE TOOLING SPECIALIST FOR PRECISION COMPONENT

MACHINING
www.floydautomatic.co.uk | 01462 491919 | sales@floydautomatic.co.uk

RMT Air Toggle Presses are
designed for reliable high
speed piercing, forming,
cutting, trimming,
coining and assembly
operations.
They combine
efficient air operation,
rugged construction
and reliable safety
features to provide top
value compared to
small hydraulic or air
clutch presses.
Wide range of sizes is available to suit
every application – 10 standard models
ranging from 3 to 20 tons.

HILTON ROAD, COBBS WOOD INDUSTRIAL ESTATE,
ASHFORD, KENT TN23 1EW
Tel: Ashford (01233) 631554 Fax: (01233) 631888
Web: www.mjallen.co.uk E-mail: sales@mjallen.co.uk

Industry-leading
CAM system
for NC part
programming
EDGECAM
With unparalleled ease of use and sophisticated
toolpath generation, EDGECAM is the only CAM
system you will need for milling up to 5 axes,
turning, mill-turn machining and wire cutting.
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New products & solutions
to meet challenging
market demands
Hyfore Workholding brings the Midaco automatic pallet changing system to the market, introduces new
range of ultrasonic tool holders and line of precision collet chucks; plus, products in brief, including
Roemheld; Floyd Automatic Tooling; Ceratizit; and Hainbuch

H

yfore Workholding says automating a
machining centre has “never been so
easy” with the arrival of the Midaco
automatic pallet changing system, an
affordable technology that can be integrated
to improve up-time and spindle utilisation
rates while reducing costs.
USA-based Midaco’s latest range of
adaptable automated pallet systems can
be retrofitted to any new or existing
machining centre,
so operators can
load, unload,
inspect parts and
set up jobs while an
alternate pallet is in
the machine and
running. They are
available in the UK
from Coventry-based
Hyfore Workholding
( www.bit.
ly/3aW0WAo ).
The automatic
pallet loader
incorporates a PLC
that is fully integrated
with the machine tool,
Mitsubishi control
interface, a servo drive
system, a receiver unit that

Hyfore - Automatic Pallet
Changer A60SD Series with CE guarding
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mounts directly onto the machine tool table
with hardened and ground location pins and
a pallet system with precision ground rails
to ensure long-term precision operation.
Customers can also opt for the optional
extra of a 3-sided enclosure to maximise
safety.
In the view of Hyfore, the benefit of this
automation system is it can easily be
integrated with any machine tool with
absolute ease, heavy and large workpieces
can easily be loaded outside
the machine envelope and
the pallets can be easily
interchangeable between
machine tools or different

departments.
Furthermore, the company says any
operator can load, unload, inspect parts and
set up components while the alternate pallet
is in the machine and your spindle is
running, maximising machine uptime and
optimising the efficiency of the operator.
The automatic pallet system is available
with several variants from the Series 16SD
through the Series 120SD. The smallest
pallet system has dimensions of 559 by
356mm with the largest pallet measuring
3810 by 990mm with a pallet load capacity
from 125kg through to 3,636kg.
This range of dimensions and load
capacities Hyfore notes, makes the Midaco
automatic pallet system suitable for
everything from the smallest to the
large component range. The most
compact system in the series has a
footprint of 894 by 1,143mm with the
largest solution having a floor area of
2,350mm by 4,877mm. The Midaco
range also incorporates dual
automatic systems, manual pallet
systems, micro pallet systems and
manual lift-off systems.

NEW RANGE
For manufacturers faced with the
challenge of machining hard and brittle
materials or companies with difficulties
undertaking micromachining operations,
Hyfore Workholding has also now introduced
a new range of ultrasonic tool holders.
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Hyfore
ultrasonic

Manufactured by Acrow and available
through Coventry-based Hyfore, the new
ultrasonic tool holders are ideal for
machining everything from carbide and PEEK
through to Zirconia, Sapphire, SiC, AlSiC,
Quartz, Boron Nitride and many more.
The ultrasonic tool holders can be
retrofitted to virtually any machine tool and
by utilising ultrasonic vibrations that
resonate at a frequency range of 20 to
60kHz, the cutting tool oscillates in an
upward and downward motion at a frequency
of beyond 20,000 times per second.
For the end-user, this high speed
frequency exceeds the frequency of sound
waves, and it can significantly improve tool
life and machining performance while
demonstrating astounding surface finishes
on the most difficult materials known to the
industry.
The new system incorporates an
ultrasonic generator with automatic
frequency detection and tracking unit that is
located outside the machine and is
connected to an ultrasonic tool holder.
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The externally connected
generator has a 24kHz frequency
with 30W auto frequency tracking
that generates a high-power output
that is rigorously designed for
machine shop environments. This
generator is suitable for high precision
continuous operations with its integrated
electronic circuitry and the ability to
automatically switch power supply for
AC100-240V and 50/60Hz.
Connecting to this
externally positioned
generator is an
ultrasonic tool holder that
is available to suit most
machine tools with BT30,
BT40, HSK63A, CV40 and
DV40 connections available.
The ultrasonic tool holders
have a maximum weight of 2.4
to 3.4kg depending on
connection type and it is
recommended the spindles run at a
speed of up to 6,000rpm with a
maximum runout of <5microns. With a
frequency of 24kHz and an amplitude
range of 2-10microns, the high-frequency
vibration of 24,000 times per second
equates to a machining speed of a
staggering 240,000rpm.
Oscillating at such a
high frequency, the
Acrow ultrasonic
spindles from
Hyfore Workholding
eliminate the need
for specialist highfrequency machine
tools for processing
the most challenging
materials in the
industry.
Despite
being a
specialist
product

application, the
Acrow ultrasonic
spindles facilitate
through spindle coolant and
can also work with automatic tool
change units, making the system suitable
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for most machine tools.
This versatility affords any of your
machine tools the ability to machine
Monocrystalline silicone and ceramic
packaging materials used in the
semiconductor industry, optical display
panel machining and LED substrate
machining as well as ceramic bearing, brake
pad, cylinder liners and injection nozzles in
the automotive industry.
The spindles are also ideal for
composite, honeycomb, and titanium
machining in the aerospace sector; ceramic
teeth, bone screws and more in the medical
sector and it is the perfect problem solver
for manufacturers in the micromachining and
jewellery industries.
Meanwhile, Hyfore Workholding has
introduced its latest line of high quality
collet chucks to meet the exacting demands
of the industry.
Complementing its workholding and
clamping
portfolio, the collet
chuck range caters
for all machine
types and

Hyfore
HC collet
chuck

applications.
In the collet
chuck range is the
NR, NR-WD, C-H, C,
HC, HEC and NR line of
precision collet chucks,
high speed precision collet
chucks, power milling chucks
and hydraulic chucks.
The NR and NR-WD Series of highprecision collet chucks are available for tool
shanks from 3 to 16mm diameter with
BT30, BT40 and BT50 variants available
with a length from the spindle taper to the
tool that ranges from 60 to 200mm
depending upon the size and variant
selected.
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Workholding, accessories & barfeeds products in brief
■ A new range of seven double-acting arch
clamps has been introduced by Roemheld
( www.bit.ly/3nfKmBd ) for securing dies or
moulds to the bed or ram of a die casting,
injection moulding or other type of press.
Intended for holding tools with flat edges
safely, the compact clamps exert a force
ranging from 30 to 450 kN.
They consist of a hydraulic block cylinder
and piston. Due to the internal design,
the horizontally acting force is translated
into an almost vertical clamping action.
An integrated mechanical locking bolt is
provided to maintain the clamps in position,
particularly on the ram, in the event of a drop
in hydraulic pressure.
Supplied without or with position
monitoring, the former clamps may be used
at temperatures up to 160°C (300°C on
request), while the latter may be used up to
100°C. The integrated position monitoring at
the side is coupled to the clamping bolt and
signals either unclamped or clamped status
or clamping position overrun error.
The arch clamps feature sturdy
construction, as well as corrosion resistance
due to the application of a special coating.
They are intended for use with location pins
or limit stops to keep the mould or die in its
correct position.
■ Floyd Automatic
Tooling ( www.bit.
ly/3E8FCEx)
ly/3E8FCEx has
launched the new
Hydro Swiss Turn
range of compact
hydraulic clamping
tool holders for
cylindrical tools, capable of
maintaining precision and run-out levels
of less than 1 micron on sliding-head CNC
turning centres.
The range is compatible with all leading
sliding head turning centre machine brands
such as Star, Citizen, Tornos, Hanwha or
Tsugami and available as a standard or
as an ultra-precise (UP) variant that can
achieve a run-out of 0.003 and 0.001TIR
respectively. The easy clamping hydraulic
holders incorporate an innovative clamping
system that also provides vibration damping
to maximise performance and concentricity.
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The holder has a through coolant facility
and an easy clamping bolt that permits
easy and free axial length adjustment. The
hydraulic holders are available in a multitude
of variants to suit every application from
drilling and milling to PCD tool machining
and boring.
For Citizen machines, the
Hydro Swiss Turn is available
in ST19.05, ST25 and
ST 25.4 configurations
to clamp tools with 3,
4, 6, 8, 10 and 12mm
shanks. For Star sliding
head machines, the system
is offered in ST16, ST22
and ST32 variants. It is also
available in all dimensions for
Tornos, Tsugami and Hanwha machines.
■ Ceratizit ( www.bit.ly/3GcnefQ) has
extended the advantages of its centric vices
with the arrival of the ZSG mini vice (pictured
above), developed to enhance the machining
of small and delicate workpieces.
Growth in sectors such as electronics
and medical technology means demand for
small components remains high, with these
parts becoming commonplace in machining
businesses, but there are several drawbacks
and challenges machining these, particular
with workholding.
The new ZSG mini centric vice for small
parts, part of the WNT Performance series
from Ceratizit is aimed at improving process
security and quality-critical steps in the
machining of these parts.
When it comes to machining smaller
parts, fixed connections are particularly
important for vices, mainly due to extremely
tight tolerances that are generally required.
Quick and easy part handling is also a
deciding factor in minimising non-productive
time and the ZSG mini offers significant
advantages, as it can be easily accessed
from all sides, expediting the machining of
raw and finished parts, multi-clamping, and
automated applications.
The biggest time saver is the ability to
change jaws in a matter of seconds without
any tools. This is achieved through the
integrated pull-down action, generated via
two spring pressure pins, ensuring total

machining precision and quality.
The ZSG mini centric vices are available
in lengths of 80 mm and 100 mm, with quick
change jaws in widths of 45 mm and 70 mm
– all case-hardened to between 54 and 56
HRC and available in different versions with
either smooth faces or with serrated
grip variants.
■ Hainbuch ( www.bit.
ly/3E5OWci)
ly/3E5OWci has made a new
development in its hexagonal
chuck series with the new
Toplus Premium Chuck that it
says provides high precision
and additional advantages.
Hainbuch explains its portfolio
of chucks has always been precise
and once the chucks are aligned, the run-out
is near to zero for repeat clamping. If the
various chuck heads are then changed, the
run-out is usually between 3 to 7μm without
alignment.
The company says it guarantees a runout
of ≤5μm without alignment, regardless of
which clamping head is used, only previously
possible with an expensive hydraulic
expansion or a diaphragm chuck.
By utilising the new Toplus Premium
Chuck with the associated premium
clamping heads and by clamping against
the workpiece stop, Hainbuch notes this
level of accuracy is always achieved,
meaning manufacturers no longer have
to lose time, making alignments for small
batch sizes. This simplifies set-ups and
allows manufacturers to be highly flexible
as the new Toplus Premium Chuck is just
as accurate as a chuck aligned for series
production.
Combined with a clamping head, the
stroke is increased to make loading easier,
even if the robot
works somewhat
imprecisely. In
addition, it is very
robust and slight
contact with
the workpiece
during loading
has no impact
on the chuck to perform at
the highest levels of precision.
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INDUSTRY 4.0 & AUTOMATION TRANSFORMATIVE CHANGE

Speeding up productivity
& achieving better results
German steel stockholder benefits from advanced warehouse software; global cricket ball manufacturer
Kookaburra uses automation with a vision system; plus, news in brief

T

wo software solutions from industrial
warehouse system manufacturer Kasto
( www.bit.ly/3aRk3M5 ) – the warehouse
management system (WMS) KASTOlogic and
intelligent app KASTOlogic mobile – are
helping to streamline the operation of
automated and manual storage areas at steel
stockholder SchwarzwaldEisen, allowing it to
accelerate processes, minimise error rate
and track orders seamlessly.
The Germany-based distributor delivers
approximately 120,000 tonnes of material
per year and has its headquarters in Lahr
and facilities across the country, as well as
in Switzerland.
SchwarzwaldEisen uses Kasto as the
preferred supplier of storage systems. For
about eight years, an automated storage
system in Lahr from the UNICOMPACT 3.0
series has been providing quick and efficient
storage and retrieval of solid bar, tube and
section up to six metres in length. The
stockholder provides around 10,000
products, mainly construction steel,
stainless steel and aluminium.
Around 70-80% of orders for steel section
are semi-processed to customers’
specifications using machine tools in

Freiburg. For long stock, the Kasto system
supplies material to two removal stations via
an operating gantry crane having short
access times based on a material-tooperator principle. Sheet material is stored
in a separate, manually operated area.
Joint managing director Steffen Auer
explains: “Our customers expect us to
provide fast, error-free and trackable
deliveries. To ensure this, we depend on a
simple, clear and reliable control system for
our entire material flow.”
SchwarzwaldEisen uses the eNVenta
inventory management system (IMS) across
all its sites. The storage system in Lahr is
linked to it via an interface created
specifically for the purpose, as is the case
for two other automated Kasto storage
systems at Karlsruhe and Westerwald in
Rhineland-Palatinate. It ensures
standardised order management and a high
level of inventory transparency.
The IMS transfers order data
electronically to the KASTOlogic WMS, which
in turn triggers the required material to be
called up at the respective site. All
processes can be tracked seamlessly,
virtually eliminating operational errors.

Auer adds: “In the past, our manually
operated metal sheet warehouses required
paper-based management. It was not always
easy to locate the required material in the
long rows of shelves. Due to the broad
product range, staff sometimes removed the
wrong sheets or incorrect quantities and the
customer did not always receive what was
ordered.”
To integrate these storage areas into the
intelligent electronic control system, Kasto
engineers assessed the problem and
developed a solution to display all storage
areas in a standardised and consistent
control format. One of the tools used was
KASTOlogic mobile, a platform-independent,
mobile version of KASTOlogic. Essential
functions of the WMS can be used on mobile
devices such as tablets and smartphones,
independently from the UNICOMPACT’s
operator panels.
The mobile facility can manage the
UNICOMPACT automated storage system for
long stock and, just as easily and flexibly,
the manually operated metal sheet storage
area. Warehouse staff have access to order
and product data at any time. When
removing sheets, the system directs the

Industry 4.0 & automation news in brief
■ Fastems has taken its first steps towards understanding how
automation enables more sustainable production development and
reduce its own environmental impact. ( www.bit.ly/3vuRGNh )

■ High precision engineering firm Cambridge Precision has invested
£2m in robotic technology to boost production and improve working
conditions. ( www.bit.ly/3jD3eJF )

■ The number of industrial robots installed in factories reached
about three million units worldwide in 2020 – more than doubling
in 10 years, according to the International Federation of Robotics
(IFR). ( www.bit.ly/3pgQH23 )

■ Universal Robots, Europe’s largest supplier of collaborative
robots (cobots), has launched a new financial leasing scheme
aimed at reducing the costs of introducing automation into the UK
and Ireland’s SME manufacturing markets. ( www.bit.ly/3G6x9mP )
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Through KASTOlogic mobile,
warehouse employees have
access to order and product
data at any time, preventing
errors and increasing efficiency

For about eight years, SchwarzwaldEisen
has operated a Kasto UNICOMPACT 3.0
automated storage system for long stock

operator to the respective storage location
and specifies the required quantity.
The shelves have QR and bar codes.
When an operator scans one with the mobile
device, the material’s removal is confirmed
and a replenishment order is triggered if the
inventory is running low. All information is
available both in the WMS and IMS via
customised interfaces. The software system
is scalable to include other sites as
required.
Both the storage system and the control
system can be serviced remotely and Kasto
is able to access the software and clear
malfunctions quickly and easily at any time.

PERFECT SEAM
Cricket ball manufacturer Kookaburra is
benefitting from the use of automation after
designing its first-ever machine tending
robotic system to produce the perfect ball
for international competition, with the help
of industrial robot supplier, TM Robotics
( www.bit.ly/30CYPzr ) and M.A.P Services.
Originally, when Kookaburra approached
M.A.P, the distribution partner for Shibaura
Machine’s industrial robot ranges, its
system for manufacturing cricket balls
involved having human operators at the next
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stage of production. Workers would manually
remove these trays from the rack, bending
and twisting to place at the tray and trimmer
every couple of minutes.
M.A.P suggested an automated robotic
system for loading and unloading the
trimmer, including a tray dispensing system.
The plan was to place the full trays of cricket
ball covers into the dispenser, feeding trays
automatically to the TVL700 robot to load
and unload the trimming machine.
M.A.P approached Shibaura Machine
partner and authorised distributor, TM
Robotics and the global manufacturer,
supplied a 6-axis articulated movement TVL
700 Shibaura Machine robot, which was
integrated with M.A.P Services’ vision
system for the project. It has a reach of
700mm and a payload of 4kg.
M.A.P designed an automatic racking
system, where six trays carrying between 80
and 90 cricket ball covers are placed onto a
conveyor. This part of the application usually
scatters the covers in random locations,
meaning a vision system is required to
ensure the robot can accurately decipher
where each cover is and how to pick it up.
While CAD-based systems can identify
items scattered onto a conveyor or
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The TVL 700 Shibaura Machine robot
was integrated with M.A.P Services’
vision system for Kookaburra
workspace, the challenge is recognising the
position of each item when presented in a
random order – let alone determining the
best method for the robot to pick them in.
The vision system uses high speed
cameras to continuously capture 3D images.
Using intelligent software, the system can
process these images and identify the exact
position of an item. In this case, cricket ball
covers. The system then determines the
most logical order to pick up each cover and
does so with sub-millimetre accuracy, with
the same ease as a human worker.
Using Shibaura Machine’s robot, the
vision system is easily integrated to help
identify the position of each cricket ball
cover and share its exact coordinates with a
single axis Cartesian, before travelling to
pick up covers at the position identified by
the vision system.
The robot grabs the cover off the
Cartesian and puts it in the trimming
machine, before empty trays are fed into an
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INDUSTRY 4.0 & AUTOMATION TRANSFORMATIVE CHANGE
Fanuc robots in action on an automotive
production line. The manufacturer sees
great opportunities in the UK

accumulation bin for collection. As an
operator is required to load trays every
20-25 minutes, other workers can upskill
and be re-deployed in the company.
“This application is about automating
processes, speeding up production and
getting more consistent results,” explains
Shane Gallagher, director at M.A.P Services.
“The manufacturing process needs to be
fast but safe, as it includes a pressing
machine that has a hydraulic plunger and a
blade.”
Kookaburra has ordered another machine
tending application as Gallagher explains:

“On the second robot, an expanded IO
module is used for additional inputs and
outputs. There are now six processes this
single robot performs, which is rare, but
its flexibility and IO module allows us to
achieve more actions.
“This application involves having an
injection moulding machine that waterproofs
the ball. When injecting a cover with the
liquid, it must come out of the machine in
eight seconds, otherwise it freezes.
“The TVL 700 is ideal for this, as it can
perform this action at a high speed in a
confined space.”

UK manufacturing’s golden opportunity
to automate and drive productivity
As UK manufacturing emerges from the Covid-19 crisis, automation is
seen as being a transformative change needed for future success and
businesses are looking to implement solutions for the first time.
Fanuc UK ( www.bit.ly/3lZTJ8A ) robotics development manager
Oliver Selby explains that automation manufacturers can work
alongside systems integrators to deliver optimum results, who play
a pivotal role.
He notes the upheaval of the last 18 months has seen
automation and robotics come to the fore, whether to adhere to
social distancing measures, recover lost ground or because of
wider digital transformation, but it is clear they will both play an
increasingly important role in solving the UK’s productivity puzzle.
The International Federation of Robotics’ (IFR) latest report
into global automation showed 2.7 million industrial robots are
operating in factories around the world. This represents an increase
of 12% year-on-year, while Fanuc recently announced production of
its 750,000th robot.
Selby says: “The general feeling within OEM manufacturers and
automation suppliers is the attitude towards automation among
UK manufacturers has changed significantly because of Covid-19.
During various lockdowns, social distancing protocols have put
a strain on existing production processes, particularly those in
factories which require operators to work near one another.
“Away from the direct impact of the pandemic, the IFR has
highlighted a number of further trends that have contributed
towards higher levels of automation. These include the need to
secure supply chains, improvements in technologies, and a drive
to reduce carbon footprints. It indicates the clamour for industrial
automation is likely to grow, and as such, there are going to be a
number of businesses which are seeking to introduce automation
for the first time.”
Selby explains this is where systems integrators have a crucial
part to play in boosting productivity across the manufacturing
sector. Often serving as the bridge between automation
manufacturers such as Fanuc, and end-users across a wide range
of vertical industries, their expertise he says is “invaluable in
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alleviating fears and delivering optimum results”.
Selby adds: “The biggest concern for a business will always be
ROI, and the ability to demonstrate this will go a long way to putting
new adopters at ease. Illustrating benefits such as unmanned
machining, which can often significantly extend the operating
hours of a factory, will help illuminate how automation can have an
immediate impact on the bottom line.
“While an increase in productivity is often the main appeal
of industrial automation, it can also offer improved quality and
traceability. Depending on the application, automation and the
adoption of robotics for typically manual processes can add
huge value gains – this is something that is especially true in the
aerospace industry. By automating certain manual processes, users
can achieve best in industry highs for repeatability, quality and
traceability, all while ensuring risk remains at a minimum.”
The use of robots and other automated systems in facilities can
enable production to continue even if social distancing measures
are re-instated as in the case of Covid-19.
Selby notes: “Whether it’s using collaborative robots to space
employees apart, or fully automating sections of the production line
which previously necessitated operators to work in close proximity,
it is evident that automation has tangible benefits in a postpandemic world.
“The various factors outlined above are just a few of the reasons
behind why someone may want to introduce automation into their
business. This is where integrators are best positioned to offer
advice and support to their customers, identifying where the biggest
improvements can be made to production processes.”
Selby believes for successful integration of automation there
must be employee engagement, citing how Fanuc supplied some
robots to sheet metal manufacturer and fabrication specialist
Contracts Engineering, through systems integrator Cyber-Weld Ltd.
This was the first piece of automation to be installed in the
factory and the opportunities were explained to employees. The
move led to more jobs, better pay and job satisfaction and crucially,
it has upped productivity of weld time cut by 60-70%.
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Quality control
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CLAMP ONCE –
MACHINE COMPLETE

he Dudley factory of The Timken
Company has seen a significant
increase in demand for larger bearings
up to 1,200mm in diameter for use in the
construction of wind turbines, which promises
strong future growth as countries look to meet
their green energy targets.
In May, to enable the
company to inspect
these larger bearings, it
purchased an Altera
15.12.10 ceramic bridge
coordinate measuring
machine (CMM) with axis
travels of 1,500 x 1,200 x
1,000mm manufactured by
Castle Donington-based LK
Metrology ( www.bit.ly/3pt6bzZ ).
Assisting further in Timken's quality control
department is a Mitutoyo CMM capable of
measuring ball and roller bearings with bores
up to 800mm in diameter. This machine was
upgraded at the same time by LK with a new
controller and identical CAMIO 2021 software
for measurement, programming, analysis and
reporting so that inspectors can swap programs
conveniently between both machines.
Dozens of high precision geometrical
features need to be checked on each bearing
to ensure flatness, circularity, radial run-out and
track width meet specified tolerances, some of
which are within ± 6 µm. This is achieved
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quickly, repeatably and automatically on the
CMMs in computer-controlled cycle times of
around 10 minutes.
William Hayes, quality improvement
engineer, explains the firm needed two
measuring machines to cope
with increasing production
throughput and LK Metrology
fitted the bill due to the
capacity of the CMM.
LK also supplied new
technology in the form of a
Renishaw PH10MQ
motorised tilt and rotate
head and SP25M scanning
probe with interchangeable
styli. Together they can take measurements at
important discrete points, as previously, or to
scan large areas very quickly.
The system can scan a circle at 1.2 m/min,
acquiring up to 1,000 measurement points
every second as it does so. An additional
benefit of the SP25M probe is the possibility to
accurately measure with stylus lengths up to
400mm, allowing awkward areas of a
component to be reached, whereas there is a
stylus length limit of 100mm with traditional
probes from Renishaw.
The change in functionality from touch
trigger probing to scanning is fully
programmable. In the case of Timken's cycles
there is approximately a 50:50 split between
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the two modes of operation. They are
performed by the SP25M probe, as there are
two sensors built into the single housing, so
there is no need for probe exchange.
The wealth of data obtained can provide a
very accurate report concerning deviations in
size, position, profile and form that can affect
bearing performance. Higher speed inspection
also enables metrology to provide prompt
feedback for adjusting production processes.
The latest version of LK's CAMIO 2021
software helps to increase inspection
productivity, enhance the quality of data
collected and gain better insight into the
components being measured.

ONE-HIT MACHINING
Dundee-based Quest Precision Engineering Ltd
has seen continuous growth since Gordon
Deuchars joined the business three years ago,
serving a number of customers in the oil & gas
sector, along with clients in other industries.
The firm machines everything from simple to
the most complex of components with
materials including steel, stainless, plastics
and aluminium through to exotic materials
such as duplex, inconel and monel.
The Scottish subcontract manufacturer
recently acquired two Nakamura-Tome turning
centres from Engineering Technology Group’s
(ETG) ( www.bit.ly/3nhvDFP ) Scottish
distribution partner RAM Engineering & Tooling.
A requirement for one-hit machining of
complex parts from challenging materials led
to the installation of the first Nakamura-Tome
turning centre, a twin-spindle twin turret
WT150II. The impact of the Nakamura-Tome
WT150II led to a second machine being
ordered and installed four months later.
Prior to the installation, Quest was
machining autonomous valves for the oil & gas
industry in five operations on four machine
tools. Unfortunately, the production of the
complex 2-inch diameter Inconel 718 valves
that control the flow of oil from wells was timeconsuming and not cost-effective enough for
Quest to compete with an existing Chinese
supplier, leaving the 22-employee company
with small-batch work and R&D projects.
To win more of the business, Quest had to
increase productivity and reduce costs – so
invested in a Nakamura-Tome WT150II to help

MACHINING CENTRES

produce the 25-30 different valves in the family
of parts, boosting throughput and reducing
costs so it was cost-competitive with China.
Depending upon the variant, the valves
typically have a cycle time from two to four
hours with most valves being processed in
three hours on four machine tools with an
additional 25% set-up time across the
numerous machines.
With valve batches running from prototype
to 5-off and through to production runs of
1000-off, producing such volumes on the
existing machine tools was unfeasible. The
installation of the twin-turret twin-spindle
Nakamura-Tome WT150II immediately
remedied the situation.
Manufacturing the valves in one hit on the
WT150II reduced cycle times by 50% to 1.5
hours while freeing capacity and labour
requirements throughout the shop-floor. The
impact was so immediate that Quest went out
and bought a second WT150II.
Deuchars says: “Instead of using multiple
machines and up to five staff on the valves, we
now have one operator running the two
Nakamura’s. With one staff member running
the machines by day and another at night, the
two WT150II machines have increased our
productivity by 500%, making us costcompetitive with China. The new machines
have reduced our tooling costs considerably
due to the machine set-up and rigidity.”
The result of investing in the two Nakamura
machines has been a significant uptick in
business from this offshore customer as the
challenge they had with component supply
from China, was proximity.
He explains: “Since investing in the
Nakamura machines, we have won more
business from this customer and the
Nakamura’s are 95% dedicated to producing
the inconel valves. However, Covid has
impacted business and we would expect the
required production volumes to incrementally

Pictured: One of the Nakamura-Tome
W-150IIs at Quest Precision Engineering Ltd
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increase into 2022. At this point, we will be
making decisions around whether we want to
buy more WT150II machines.”
Quest is ambitious and in the next two
years, wants to employ 40 staff and invest over
£1.7m to grow its share of subcontracting in
Scotland and reshore more work.
“The WT150II machines have improved and
streamlined productivity, reduced costs and
enabled us to better allocate our staff.
Additionally, the machines have freed almost
15% of capacity from the rest of our facility. We
will build upon this over the next couple of
years and Nakamura machines will certainly be
central to our investment plans,” he concludes.

PERFECT FIT
The energy sector is a key focus for cutting tool
firm Ceratizit ( www.bit.ly/3DW5eUI ) and it says
it has a range of products that meet the needs
of every application for machining components.
One particular component is the turbine
blade and it has nine different tools covering
indexable insert and solid carbide milling
systems to optimise the machining process
from rough and finish machining the blade
through to finishing the fir tree root form.
For pre-roughing of the turbine blade form
the Ceratizit MaxiMill 271 indexable insert
facemill can be used. These cutters feature a
very stable cutter body housing eight indexable
inserts. Designed to achieve maximum metal
removal, with depth of cuts up to 8.4mm,
these double-sided indexable inserts with a
negative approach feature a geometry that
enhances a smooth cutting action while
reducing the power requirement.
The second roughing operation on the blade
form can be completed using the Ceratizit
MaxiMill HFC-TUR milling system. This
operation has traditionally been carried out
using button-style inserts, but in developing the
inserts for the MaxiMill HFC-TUR, Ceratizit
moved away from buttons and created a
‘square’ insert with a large effective radius
along the cutting edge, making it perfect for 3D
machining applications found on blade forms.
With depths of cut up to 5.0 mm and feed
rates up to 1 mm/tooth the MaxiMill HFC-TUR
cutters dramatically reduce cycle times, with
Ceratizit’s M50 geometry enhancing these
performance benefits. In a typical example, the
machining of a forged turbine blade in
Martensitic heat-resistant steel in unstable
machining conditions (part clamped at both
The Settling Rooms, Springfield Street.
MARKET HARBOROUGH. Leicestershire LE16 8BD
Tel No. 01858 467182
e-mail: simon@kyalmachinetools.co.uk
www.kyalmachinetools.co.uk
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ends) using Ceratizit’s button-style cutters feed
per tooth was 0.4mm, switching to the MaxiMill
HFC-Tur system this was increased to 0.8 mm.
In both cases the surface speed was 320 m/
min and depth of cut 3 mm.
As for finish milling of turbine blade forms,
Ceratizit says the MultiLock solid carbide
exchangeable head milling system is a "perfect
combination of machining efficiency matched to
cost-effectiveness". The system makes use of
a precision sintered interface with a patented
‘Captive Pocket’, guaranteeing stability and
performance by ensuring maximum rigidity for
optimum power transmission, while enhancing
process security and by default extending tool
life.
MultiLock targets applications where
complex contours are required or, when difficult
to machine materials are common. Using
conventional solid carbide tools as the
diameter increases so do costs, the MultiLock
exchangeable head system reduces these
costs while limiting the environmental impact
through reduced use of carbide material.
The ability to use one steel holder in
conjunction with multiple carbide heads further
reduces the investment required by the enduser and provides added flexibility into the
manufacturing process. The wide choice of
milling heads available, including high-feed
milling cutters, torus cutters and radius cutters
in diameters from 12 to 25mm; 45° deburring
milling cutters are available in diameters of 12
and 16mm. The HFC and torus heads are
screwed to the front of the holder through a
hole in the exchangeable head, making it
possible to swap the heads quickly and
reducing unnecessary machine downtime.
Two grades of carbide are available,
CTPX225 and CTC5240, both with cutting
geometries covering the majority of
applications and using Ceratizit’s Dragonskin
coating technology to deliver performance. The
PVD coated CTPX225 is a reliable fine grain
carbide grade whose toughness lends it to
universal use, while CTC5240 has a TiB2
based coating making it suitable for machining
titanium and titanium alloys.
Ceratizit says analysis “shows these grades
deliver excellent service life and chip volumes,
in one case when machining tool steel a 310%
higher chip volume could be produced than
with comparable competitor products, with tool
life increasing from 14 minutes to 92
minutes”. ■
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A Hydrogen Electric Propulsion Systems (HEPS) testbed is being developed
at AMRC Cymru in North Wales that will aim to drive the industrialisation
of the green technology

T

he University of Sheffield Advanced
Manufacturing Research Centre (AMRC)
( www.bit.ly/3b1XwMB) is accelerating
the decarbonisation of the transport sector
and pushing the UK further down the road
to net-zero by de-risking the assembly and
production scale up of hydrogen fuel cells for
the aerospace, automotive and rail industries.
The £600,000 Hydrogen Electric
Propulsion Systems (HEPS) testbed, based
at AMRC Cymru in North Wales, will drive the
industrialisation of the green technology by
harnessing the AMRC’s expertise in design for
manufacture in a fuel cell assembly testbed
where Industry 4.0 technologies and in-process
inspection techniques will optimise the
assembly process.
“Hydrogen fuel cells can address key
challenges of the transport sector as it
searches for alternatives to the internal
combustion engine,” explains Lee Wheeler,
hydrogen technology lead at AMRC Cymru.
“However, the current cost of manufacturing
and assembling the fuel cells is incredibly high,
which means there’s a lack of uptake.
“We want to support businesses who want
to make the net zero energy transition to
hydrogen electric propulsion systems by giving
them a facility where they can use advanced
manufacturing techniques to assemble
and verify their product and then eventually
integrate it in their vehicles.”
Like battery electric vehicles (BEV), fuel
cell electric vehicles (FCEV) run on a supply of
electricity. However, whereas BEVs take hours
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to recharge to maintain that supply, FCEVs burn
hydrogen which can be refuelled in minutes.
The bi-product of the chemical reaction is water
vapour which means that, in operation, fuel
cells are a zero-carbon propulsion system that
can produce electricity for as long as fuel is
supplied.

HYDROGEN FUTURE
The High Value Manufacturing (HVM) Catapult,
of which the AMRC is one of seven centres
across the UK, has funded the project which is
targeting seven industries: aerospace, energy
generation, heavy automotive, off highway,
public transport and rail.
Work on the HEPS testbed is being guided
by an industry steering board which includes
large global manufacturers including BAE
Systems, GKN, Rolls-Royce and Toyota,
alongside smaller companies such as electric
vehicle manufacturers Wave Industries,
Hypermotive and Riversimple.
The board has been assembled by the AMRC
to ensure that work is industry relevant and
addresses real-world manufacturing challenges
relating to this technology.
Stuart Dawson, chief engineer for hydrogen
at the AMRC, says the technology has
enormous potential and is right at the top of
the government’s agenda following publication
of its Hydrogen Strategy in August which
estimated the hydrogen economy could be
worth £900m and support more than 9,000
jobs by 2030.
“The government showed real intent by
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publishing the UK’s first ever Hydrogen
Strategy, promising to lay the foundations for a
low-carbon hydrogen economy in the next
decade and to support innovation to scale-up
the production of low-carbon hydrogen.
“Battery technologies that are well suited to
electric cars are not necessarily well suited to
use in heavy goods vehicles (HGVs) due to the
long vehicle downtime during charging and the
weight of batteries required to power large
vehicles over long distances.
“Light weight hydrogen fuel cells are ideal
for the electrification of long-distance vehicles
due to their long range and faster refuelling
compared to BEVs. At the AMRC we must now
enable companies to flexibly and competitively
manufacture these hydrogen propulsion
systems.”
Wheeler says the current production
process for fuel cells is extremely labour
intensive and the UK supply chain for this
technology is immature.
He said: “Assembling this kind of system
involves a lot of manual work and little
automation which makes it prohibitively
expensive. Internal combustion engines are
currently cheaper to manufacture and, as a
country, we need to give people an affordable
alternative.
“There is a real need for this kind of centre
to support small businesses who are looking to
explore this technology and utilise an already
highly skilled workforce to make the UK a more
competitive place to build fuel cells.”

DRIVE INDUSTRIALISATION

Wherever you and your parts fit, you can count
on Mitsui Seiki to provide you with just what
you need. We’re not for everyone, but we are for
those who understand that reliable precision
with responsive support is the most sensible,
economical decision you can make when
choosing a machine tool technology partner.
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The HEPS facility will have a self-contained
assembly area on the AMRC Cymru shop-floor,
containing cobots, in-process verification
capability and other Industry 4.0 equipment.
Construction of the testbed is planned for
completion by January 2022, with the first
assembly project set to start in April 2022.
The AMRC team will explore how to derisk, industrialise and scale-up the assembly
of hydrogen fuel cells and electrolysers by
applying advanced manufacturing processes
and the AMRC’s capabilities in automation,
digital, in-process verification and design for
manufacture.
“We are anticipating that some of the
assembly operations will not be able to be

automated in their current design so that is
why our design optimisation skills are key,”
says Dawson.
“Ultimately we want to drive the
industrialisation of this technology, reduce
component and assembly costs, and
accelerate industry up-take with globally
competitive methods of manufacture here in
the UK.”
Wheeler says the steering board is directing
the work of the HEPS testbed and explains how
the AMRC can position itself to best support
them. He says: “We have gathered some
valuable information about the current industry
pain points, the overall position of manufacture
of these systems in the UK, and the technology
and the equipment required.
“They are helping us adapt the service we
offer as we originally wanted to focus on the
assembly of the fuel cells, but the steering
board has told us that they would like to do
both assembly and some performance testing
in our centre.
“Manufacturers are also very mindful of the
‘whole of life’ consideration for components
which we must take into account; not only
do we need to study the assembly of the fuel
cells, but we also need to consider how we can
take them apart, remanufacture, reuse and
recycle.”
AMRC Cymru is a £20m cutting-edge R&D
facility that opened in 2019 to provide an open
innovation centre for manufacturers in Wales.
Backed by the Welsh Government, it is the first
HVM Catapult centre in Wales.
AMRC Cymru research director Andy Silcox
explains: “There is nothing like the HEPS
testbed currently available in the HVM Catapult
and we see it as a key capability for AMRC
Cymru. There is real interest in this technology
amongst businesses in Wales and the north of
England; we want our facility to be the place to
go for research into the assembly of hydrogen
fuel cells, so we must invest our funding from
HVM Catapult wisely and address real industry
challenges.
“By combining the AMRC’s expertise in
advanced manufacturing technologies with
the insight from the industrial steering board,
we can establish a springboard for hydrogen
electric industrialisation and help to build a
sustainable, green transport sector.” ■
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A series of solid carbide end mills from Union Tool’s range of CZS cutting
tools has been extended to boost productivity and performance

M

achining of challenging materials has
now been simplified with the
expansion of the Union Tool range of
CZS cutting tools from Cheshire-based Rainford
Precision ( www.bit.ly/3b0p596 ).
The innovative series of solid carbide end
mills from the Japanese cutting tool
manufacturer has been extended even further
with new diameters added to accelerate
productivity, performance and the potential of
this line when machining a variety of materials.
The company says the high performance
end mills incorporate a geometry design that
combines with a super micro-grain carbide
substrate and an ultra-tough UT coating to
provide manufacturers with top quality levels.
The combination of the new geometry,
coating and substrate makes the CZS series a
universal end mill range. The CZS end mills are
suitable for machining everything from carbon,
alloy and pre-hardened steels to 55HRc as well
as cast iron, aluminium, titanium and heat
Guhring (www.is.gd/V3Ps9g)
resistant alloys and also copper and cast iron
has developed a new 4-fluted
among others – which Rainford Precision says
series of gun drills that is
makes the CZS a “high performing all-rounder
says help boost productivity
on most material types”.
of deep hole drilling with the
The new CZS end mills have a 40-degree
launch of the VB 80 4-fluted
high helix angle
unsurpassed
deepfor
hole
drills with aswarf
solid
evacuation. This combines with a variable pitch
helix reducing the harmonic effects and
vibration when doing high speed milling tasks.
With a flat land as part of the patented tip
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geometry, the CZS Series is suitable for
drilling, milling, side milling, slotting, pocketing
and trochoidal cutting operations, reducing the
requirement for multiple cutting tools and
excessive inventory.
The edge geometry and high-quality carbide
grade make the CZS ideal for vertical milling
with a high level of resistance to edge chipping
while the low friction coating enhances chip
evacuation and improves wear resistance.
The 4-flute square end tools have been
expanded with new diameter ranges that make
the series available from 1 to 6mm diameter in
0.1mm increments and 6 to 12mm in 0.5mm
increments with 13, 16 and 20mm diameter
end mills also available.
The series is offered with a length of cut
from 3 to 40mm depending upon the diameter
selected and end mills above 6mm have a
range of flute lengths available to maximise
rigidity and performance when undertaking
challenging machining tasks. This is
complemented with an overall tool length from
50mm for the smallest end mills to 125mm
for the 20mm diameter tools.
To further maximise rigidity and
performance, the end mills from 1 to 6mm
have a 4 or 6mm shank diameter that is
necked with a 16-degree angle for smaller
tools, whereas tools from 6.5 to 20mm are
provided with shank diameters of 8, 10, 12,
16 and 20mm.
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DRILLING INCLUDING DEEP HOLE GIVING BACK TIME
Alan James and
Graham Alexander of
AJ Engineering with
the new Ficep Valiant
CNC drilling line

Innovative Performance
The E Series Concept
Combines conventional, manual
data input and CNC versatility
within one machine and control
system
E30/E40/E50/E60/E70
Apprentice, vocational training

• Machining of
simple/complex components

E90/110/120/150/175
Oil and gas industries

Increasing
throughput
Ficep drilling line installed as part of an expansion by Scottish firm
AJ Engineering; and Guhring develops new gun drilling series

S

cottish engineering firm AJ Engineering
has acquired a Valiant CNC drilling line
from Ficep UK ( www.bit.ly/3ppZZJg )
as part of its multi-million-pound expansion
which has seen expansion at its Forres-based
manufacturing site by 4.7 acres.
Ficep’s fully automated Valiant line will help
the firm to double its production capabilities and
is already driving up demand for services. AJ
Engineering turned to Ficep to provide a solution
to help increase efficiency and increase
throughput at a lower production cost.
The Ficep Valiant is a three-spindle system
for the processing of the full range of rolled
structural steel shapes. It carries out the
marking, drilling and cutting tasks on long steel
sections, freeing up AJ Engineering’s workforce
to focus on complex fabrications.
The Valiant’s key features are its tool-change
system which accommodates up to six tools per

spindle; double vices and dual alignment
systems to improve material clamping; as well
as sub-axis spindle positioning that enables
simultaneous drilling on all three surfaces.
Alan James, managing director of AJ
Engineering, says that it is important that Ficep
have a “family” of machines which, in time, can
be added to existing manufacturing process at
Forres. He adds: “The machinery gives back
time to our highly trained staff so they can
concentrate on the more technical projects and
no longer have to spend time measuring or
marking beams or drilling them.
"The the new machine now does this
automatically from the details downloaded
directly from our drawing office.
"With this technology, and having more
operators available, we will be able to seek a
greater number of complex projects. It’s a very
exciting time for us.” ■

Guhring develops new gun drilling series
Guhring ( www.bit.ly/3ppJg8Q ) has developed a new 4-fluted series of gun drills (pictured
above) that is says help boost productivity of deep hole drilling with the launch of the VB 80
4-fluted deep hole drills with a solid carbide head and the solid carbide VB 100 series.
The company says the straight flute deep hole drills have a geometry that ensures the
drill core is more than 50% of the overall diameter, giving maximum rigidity, strength and
performance. It has a;sp developed an innovative geometry that consists of two core cutting
edges supported by four outer flutes that are axially displaced to split the chips, improve
centring and precision while reducing cutting forces.
The new VB 80 and VB 100 deep hole drills consist of four round margins with a
90-degree division that further enhances precision, concentricity and surface finishes down
to IT6. With the abrasive wear divided through 4-flutes as opposed to two, as in most ranges,
the new VB 80 and VB 100 have “proven to improve tool life and performance significantly”.
Guhring says the new deep hole drills have reduced cycle times by more than 30% during
field tests while also extending tool life, hole quality and overall performance beyond 2-flute
gun drill variants. At present, the new VB 80 and VB 100 series is available in diameters
from 13.5 to 28mm diameter with flute lengths up to 500mm, but additional diameters and
lengths are available. Guhring is developing an extended range of drill diameter and length
options while trialling the new drills on a host of additional materials.
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Optimising
and standardising
Tebis has released the latest version of its CADCAM system Tebis 4.1,
which features updates aimed at improving the user experience

C

ADCAM specialist Tebis ( www.bit.
ly/3pqkFki ) has released some new

upgrades and modules in the latest
version of its system – Tebis 4.1 – including a
clamping device library for CAM automation and
CNC process optimisation.
Tebis UK managing director Joe Zhou
explains: “Tebis’ proven manufacturing
database libraries, in which all of the
manufacturing components and experience data
are stored, have been supplemented with a
clamping device library in digital twins.
“This can be used to create and manage
clamping elements and clamping device groups
and to set up the machine in the virtual
environment.”
Tebis has also added CAD templates with
parametric-associative hybrid surface/solid
modelling, as Zhou explains: “Tebis 4.1
parametric-associative modelling is specifically
adapted to the requirements of single-part and
small-batch manufacturing, where everyday
challenges include tight delivery deadlines,
frequent component changes, many variants
and varying levels of data quality.
“In contrast to many other volume-based
systems, Tebis therefore doesn’t distinguish
between surfaces and open or closed solids. All
objects can be intersected without causing error
messages. Tebis always calculates a result –
even if there are gaps in the surface topology.
Another benefit: like in the CAM environment,
CAD Templates can now be used to structure
and standardise CAD activities.”
Another update has been the new simple
and intuitive user guidance, while the user
interface has also been improved.
The Settling Rooms, Springfield Street.
MARKET HARBOROUGH. Leicestershire LE16 8BD
Tel No. 01858 467182
e-mail: simon@kyalmachinetools.co.uk
www.kyalmachinetools.co.uk
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Zhou notes: “It is consistently oriented to
the logical work methods of CAD designers and
CAM programmers. The revised structure tree
always gives the user a clear overview: In the
CAD node, you can view CAD elements and
quickly and easily adjust objects designed using
parametric-associative methods based on their
creation history. The CAM node in the tree
contains the Job Manager.
“With the new Job Manager and Tebis NCJob
technology, CAM programmers can create and
manage all NC programs for all technologies
needed to manufacture a component.”
Tebis says the new clamping device library
enables NC programmers to perform virtual
set-up of parts on CNC machines. After the
virtual set-up, all relevant information is
transferred with Tebis NC Documentation to the
machine operator responsible for set-up at the
shop-floor.
Zhou says: “NC programmers and machine
operators can now also fully integrate geometry
measurement, alignment and compensation
tasks into NC programs with Tebis 4.1 Inprocess Measurement Module.”

DIGITAL TWINS
In Tebis 4.1 – manufacturing processes are
represented in the form of digital twins, which
have now been supplemented with a new
clamping device library. These include machine
tools, cutter/holder assemblies, workpieces,
auxiliary components and clamping devices.
Zhou explains the real-world machining
environment is reproduced precisely in the
virtual world into Tebis CADCAM/MES data
system, for CNC machining optimisation and
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safety and with digital twins.Tebis also
supports machine-oriented CAM programming.
Zhou notes the benefits of the Tebis
approach are CNC machining process and
machining conditions can be optimised;
highest level machining safety can be ensured;
additional user operation and correction loops
are avoided for collision avoidance.
The approach is also easier to manage,
because the CAM programmer doesn’t need

elements. The appropriate collision avoidance
strategy – with area reduction, simultaneous
5-axis avoidance milling or indexed machining
– is then automatically assigned in each case.
“The machine head is fully accounted for in
collision checking/automatic area reduction. In
the event of potential collisions with the
machine head, milling areas are now
automatically reduced or excluded from the
machining operation in the NC calculation.”
Another benefit is Tebis NCSets – sets of
predefined machining operations for individual
geometry features. Once the NCSets are
associated with geometry features, they can
be used to machine groups of geometries with
a single programming operation.
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WORKING WITH CUSTOMERS

any special knowledge of machine code or
other simulation software; no manual
corrections to the NC code that could place
process safety at risk are necessary; and CNC
machining planning is easier, because the
CAM programmer has access to all the virtual
manufacturing components are represented in
virtual digital twin database libraries.
The system detects potential collisions with
the machine head and prevent them by
reducing the affected milling areas.
Zhou notes: “Tebis Virtual Machine
technology is unique, which is used not only
for collision check after toolpath calculation,
but it is also used for machining set-up/
planning and programming with Virtual
Machine toolpath calculation.
“Tebis is also unique for offering services
to build up Virtual Machines for individual
machine tools including onsite machine tool
measurement, supporting Control Macros and
Kinematic properties. This will help customers
to ensure machining safety and improve
machinability, such as using shirt cutting tools
and supporting asymmetrical spindles.
“Collisions that can be detected while
calculating the NC program can be
immediately identified and avoided with the
appropriate collision avoidance strategies. The
most appropriate strategy depends primarily
on the specific component geometry, the
machining task and especially the available
machine. This knowledge should be stored in
NC templates. The CAM programmer only
needs to select the machine and machining
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Tebis 4.1 is ahead of the competition in
Zhou’s opinion due to its ease of use and
CAM work cost savings; machining accuracy
and surface finish; CNC machining process
and machining condition optimisation;
accurate machining time estimates; and its
support of all all types of machining.
Software updates will continue and demand
has been strong: “The demand across
manufacturing for Tebis CADCAM is growing
every year. For manufacturing companies to
become more efficient and effective, it must
focus on innovation and improve their
manufacturing technology processes.
“Tebis can help companies by optimising
and standardising their CNC processes and
automating their CAM work. The best practice
of a company can be built into Tebis library
database which can then be shared and
reused for daily operations. This will help to
optimise uses of machine capacities and
cutting tools as well as optimise the machining
processes and parameters.”
As for emerging trends, Zhou says: “With
ever rising labour costs and labour shortage
getting worse, AI and automation are getting
more important. Manufacturing best practice
experience and data are very valuable, and
CADCAM systems should support the
accumulation and share of valuable
manufacturing process and data.
“Traditionally, CAM programming is mostly
about calculating toolpath, however, for
improved productivity, quality and safety, a lot
of emphasis should be on CNC machining
process and condition optimisation. AI and
automation should play an important role for
future CADCAM technology development.” ■
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PUSHING THE MANUFACTURING ENVELOPE

US-based TXSWISS bills itself as a onestop shop for Swiss-machined parts
across an array of industries and has
trusted its projects to Esprit CAM ( www.
bit.ly/3B3SRo3 ) since the company’s
founding in 2016.
Led by applications engineer Chris
Armstrong and president Ryan Madsen,
the firm’s team balances their collective
experience with their interest in pushing
The shop-floor houses the latest tech
the manufacturing envelope.
“Lots of newcomers to the industry
ability to complete finite details and surfacing.
are deterred because they feel like they don’t
“It took way too long to get compound radius
have the requisite experience to suggest new
blends done, especially for milling. Around
ideas. But we believe that’s where the real
that time, a customer brought two mating
innovation happens,” explains Madsen.
components and our CAM software couldn’t
During his time working for machine tool
do it. But Esprit did it on the first try,”
dealers in applications, Armstrong built a
Armstrong says, adding that reseller Victor
reputation in the service industry as the “goDavila of Houston’s Shape Design
to” guy for challenging Swiss-turn projects.
Technologies was especially helpful.
“As word got out that we opened, our
As for specific projects, Armstrong says in
capabilities were immediately tested,” says
“every single problematic project ever”, which
Madsen. “It took no time at all for Chris to
he believes it much more than CAM, as it’s
convince me that without Esprit, these
also a “forensic tool” and adds: “We wouldn’t
complex jobs we were getting would inevitably
stand a chance of programming most of our
end in ‘death by a thousand paper cuts.’ We
parts without Esprit.
also run a lot of high-volume production parts
He explains that some of their most
where every second of cycle time is crucial.”
complex parts would take weeks or even
Armstrong says the faster cycle times
months to program without Esprit; but with it,
they’ve achieved with the combination of their
the process is now whittled down to just a
Citizen Swiss Machines and Esprit are what
couple of days.
gives them their biggest edge against the
The Covid-19 pandemic turned out to be
competition.
kind to company, explains Madsen: “Right
He notes that in a previous job, the
now we are continuing to add machines and
company want him to learn a different CAM
looking to continue to add passionate
software that didn’t have posts (post
members to our team. We have not done any
processors). “Eventually, the machines
advertising, so all of our growth has just come
stopped supporting it and I ended up writing
from word-of-mouth.”
my own macro just so I had full control,” he
Effectively managing that growth while
adds.
retaining their existing customer base is a
However, manual programming limited his
balancing act that Armstrong and Madsen
look forward to perfecting – especially with the
Chris Armstrong and Ryan Madsen
help of Esprit.
“Esprit is ready for our growth already.
There are so many features that we haven’t
even used to their full potential yet,”
Armstrong enthuses.
Like many people in manufacturing, the
team at the Swiss-machined parts specialist
is turning their attention to automation. “All of
our machines have more than one task to do;
it’s not strictly Swiss anymore. We know Esprit
will be the perfect companion to guide us to
success,” he concludes.
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One-stop Swiss shop goes with Esprit CAM
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Esprit helps Holmatro answer
the call for lifesaving equipment
Countless fire, police, and other first
response organizations around the world
count on Holmatro, which has three main
headquarters in the US, China and the
Netherlands and a UK subsidiary in
Nottingham, to equip them with the most
reliable and efficient tools available.
The company has relied on Esprit CAM
( www.bit.ly/3B3SRo3 ) for more than two
decades. From the products Holmatro makes
to the manufacturing processes required to
complete them, efficiency is key and the
software allows them to machine more
features in a single operation.
Since 1999, the firm has been using
Esprit to manufacture hydraulic rescue
equipment (like cutters and spreaders), as
well as cylinders, plungers, check valves,
and more from aluminium, steel, and exotic
alloys.
Although the Holmatro name is most
often associated with hydraulic rescue
equipment, the brand makes complex
parts for many demanding industries,
including railways and energy.
Manufacturing engineer Chuck Cain says:
“Esprit was very good at multi-function
machining when we bought it in 1999. A few
years ago, we reviewed many other CAM
packages to evaluate if we were keeping up
with the times. After many demos, we
concluded that Esprit was still the best choice
for us. We ended up adding multiple seats of
Esprit to our facility in the Netherlands.”
Holmatro’s US headquarters in Maryland
is home to more than 30 CNC machines,
ranging from 9-axis mill-turn to 5-axis
simultaneous equipment, mostly made by
DMG Mori and Okuma.
“The parts that we manufacture are
complex due to the nature of manufacturing
parts to such close tolerances. A typical
product will have tolerances not to exceed 30
microns. We also have many products with
20-micron [.0007 inches] tolerances,”
explains Cain.
Chuck and his team regularly use Esprit to
manufacture new fixtures and program parts
on their 5-axis milling machines in record
time. “We were able to save approximately
30 minutes per part by utilising a 3+2
machining mentality. ProfitMilling also helped
with cycle time reduction,” he says.

In recent years, the team at Holmatro has
also been interested in exploring how
automation could improve their efficiency and,
their bottom line.
“Right now, our main focus is on
enhancing production with unattended
machining. We always look for ways to avoid
handling parts more than once or twice. We
also strive to manufacture complete parts in
one sequence of events,” says Cain. “With
Esprit, we are able to manufacture the fixture
components in a short time.”

Holmatro has relied on
Esprit for more than two decades
Esprit’s diverse cycle selection and ability
to handle any machine is what makes “donein-one” manufacturing possible.
The team at Holmatro shares a singular
vision of improving their product offerings
delivering them to the public faster and at a
reasonable price point thanks to improved
efficiency.
“The future of our company is about
manufacturing new products and providing
our customers with the quality they expect in
as few operations as possible,” says Cain.
One of the most interesting innovations on
the horizon? “Cordless equipment,” says
Cain. “This means no hydraulic lines that
connect a hydraulic pump and rescue tool.”
Cordless equipment enhances the efficiency
and mobility of first responders, helping them
more effectively save lives.
He says Esprit has helped the company
grow with its new cycles, techniques, and
software enhancements, meaning it always
generates cost savings, while helping it
increase both capacity and throughput, key
for growth.

WFL Millturn Technologies GmbH&Co.KG
www.wfl.at

CLAMP ONCE –
MACHINE COMPLETE
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THE NEXT GENERATION
OF INTEGREX

Ai ENABLED

Solid Mazatrol
SmoothAi Spindle
Ai Thermal Shield

ENHANCED MACHINING
AUTOMATION FRIENDLY

Flat front machine design
for automation integration

New lower turret design expands
DONE-IN-ONE capability

OPTIPMIZED EFFICIENCY
ELEVATE PRODUCTIVITY

A smaller footprint with an
increased workpiece envelope

Integrex i-H series
The new INTEGREX i-H series brings together innovative machine design for
ultimate machine performance and a multitude of automation options to transform
your manufacturing operations for optimum productivity and profitability.
Join the evolution.
To discover more call +44(0) 1905 755 755
or email info@mazak.co.uk

www.mazakeu.co.uk/integrex-iHseries

Digital Twin technology
creates an identical
office environment
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BENEFITS

The E Series Concept
Combines conventional, manual
data input and CNC versatility
within one machine and control
system
E30/E40/E50/E60/E70
Apprentice, vocational training

• Machining of
simple/complex components

E90/110/120/150/175
Oil and gas industries

• Robust design for precision
and stablility
• Multiple tooling turret options
• Large spindle bores upto
580 mm diameter
• Automated cycles fast and
simple communication
between man and machine

Kyal Machine Tools Limited.
Foundry
Road,Springfield
Stamford, Street.
The Settling
Rooms,
Lincs.
PE9
2PP
MARKET HARBOROUGH
Tel:
01780
765965
Leicestershire LE16 8BD
Fax:
01780
765877
Tel
No.
01858
467182
e-mail: simon@kyalmachinetools.co.uk
ofﬁce@kyalmachinetools.co.uk
e-mail:
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Innovative Performance

CAM software upgrade
maximises investment
Shearline Precision Engineering Ltd has
added to its 5-axis machine tool capacity and
to maximise this investment it has installed
hyperMILL CAM software from Open Mind
Technologies ( www.bit.ly/3niNlsy ).
The firm manufactures both simple and
extremely complex components for customers
in the aerospace, instrumentation,
motorsport, medical, packaging, power
generation and printing industries.
Simon Cooper from Shearline Precision
Engineering Ltd, says the company was
already using a relatively successful CADCAM
package, but when it came to the top end,
jobs that required 3D scanning and
simultaneous machining on its latest
10-pallet Matsuura MX-330, the current
system “had its limitations”.
He explains the move has paid off: “The
cycle times and set up times are decreasing,
especially as we always have our
programming suites right next to the
machines. We use our same top-end guys
that do all the programming, setting and
methodology of fixturing as well as running
the machines. As the guys are all next to
each other, all programming and fixturing can
be done very quickly without having to go
back to an office or acting as a liaison
between people to undertake the tasks.
“As all the team see the projects through
from start to finish, they are more invested in
each job. This means that we always tend to
get a better quality of product and a better
understanding of how each part is being
machined.”
Shearline cell leader and programmer Tom
Programming at the machine enables
Shearline staff to see parts through the
entire process
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Complex parts
programmed on the shop-floor at Shearline
Biscoe says hyperMILL makes you quicker at
doing everything, is much simpler to use, and
there are features that it didn’t have in the
old software.
One feature that stands out is the
machine simulation he notes, which
undertakes the collision checking and gives a
visual representation of how everything is
going on the machine.
“This puts our mind at ease when we are
watching something through, especially on
5-axis jobs that you know are going to be
tight,” he says. “If you see all of your holders
and fixtures on the simulation and you know
that nothing has gone wrong during
simulation, it is down to us to ensure that
nothing goes wrong on the machine.”
From a programming time reduction,
Biscoe says working off a single datum point,
the tool library and tool path flexibility has
reduced programming times by 30%
compared to the previous system. “However,
as we do a lot of batch work from 50 to 150off that is often repeat orders, we will benefit
from the programming efficiency going forward
more than at present,” he adds.
One feature that has impressed Shearline
during the programming process is the tool
library, which the operators have found
helpful, especially as it has three machine
tools with very large tool capacities, while
the machining of tight tolerance
components on 3D tool paths has also
been a massive help.
From a machining perspective, Biscoe
says with its type of batch production
and pallet loaded machines, the 30%
saving will be significant, while it is also
seeing better surface finishes and tool
life too.
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tradition
of excellence

We believe in the best… the best technology, the best
service, the best support. So, if you are looking for the
best EDM solution for your company, call us today.
Sodi-Tech EDM Ltd., Agincourt Road, Warwick, CV34 6XZ
Tel: +44 (0) 1926 695 777 Email: sales@sodi-techedm.co.uk
www.sodi-techedm.co.uk
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WORKING IN PARTNERSHIP

Improving collision
avoidance operability
Chiron Group and ModuleWorks revamp collision avoidance; Mitsubishi Electric partners with
ModuleWorks; plus, other company news and products in brief

I

ntelligent software algorithms are essential for real-time
collision avoidance, but they are only half the story. The
other half is a well-designed user interface that enables
operators to drive the software effectively.
In their latest cooperation ModuleWorks ( www.bit.
ly/3DZyZEh ), technology providers for digital
manufacturing solutions, and the Chiron Group, CNC
machine tool manufacturers, put operator experience at
the centre of a new GUI for the ModuleWorks Collision
Avoidance System (CAS).
The ModuleWorks CAS uses real-time machining data
and look-ahead technology to detect immanent collisions
and stop the machining process before an actual
collision occurs. The Chiron Group uses CAS as part of
their ProtectLine digital system to protect their high-end
machining centres from potentially expensive damage
and downtime.
In addition to sophisticated algorithms, effective
collision avoidance requires careful setup by the operator
to ensure the system accurately represents the entire
machining process, including the fixtures, workpiece and
tools. The user interface therefore plays a pivotal role in
the acceptance and effectiveness of the system.
“We asked ourselves: ‘What do operators need from
a GUI in order to use the CAS effectively?’” explains
Jasper Sanders, product manager at ModuleWorks.
“The obvious answer was to ask the operators, so we
created a project team with the Chiron Group and their
machine operators.
“This proved a great approach. In less than 12
months we were able to launch a new GUI that raises
usability and operator acceptance.”
“Collision avoidance is indispensable for safe and
cost-effective manufacturing. Through the cooperation we
have a system that truly supports machine operators and
encourages them to use the full benefits of the collision
avoidance technology on our machining centers,” says
Pascal Schröder, development coordination digitalization
at the Chiron Group.

PARTNERSHIP
Meanwhile, as part of its e-F@ctory Digital Manufacturing
initiative, Mitsubishi Electric is partnering with
ModuleWorks to integrate the ModuleWorks machine
simulation software into its CNC controls.
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The technology partnership
enables users on the shopfloor to benefit from powerful
3D graphical simulation with
full-scene collision detection.
Integrated directly into the
HMI, ModuleWorks machine
simulation enhances the
Mitsubishi controls with high
performance multi-axis milling
and turning simulation
including gouge and deviation
analysis and collision detection with manual or
automatic refinement of the simulation result.
Workpiece coloring according to the sequence
provides convenient visual analysis and enables
operators to immediately identify and prevent potential
collisions for safe and cost-effective machining.
“It’s great to see how our technology takes leading
CNC manufacturers like Mitsubishi Electric a step further
in their digital manufacturing strategies to improve
machining performance, efficiency and safety. We look
forward to a continued successful partnership and new
technological developments,” explains Mark Fito, head
of digital factory at ModuleWorks.
In the next stage of the cooperation, the two
companies says that they are extending the simulation
with ModuleWorks collision avoidance logic that
automatically chooses the best way to handle the
detected collisions. ■

Above: As part of
the ProtectLine
digital system,
CAS ensures
the protection
of machining
centres during
operation

News and products in brief
■ ModuleWorks has released its 2021.08 CADCAM software components. This
second ModuleWorks release of 2021 contains new and improved features
across the entire product range, including new performance improving features
for multi-axis machining, 2-axis machining and PrimeTurning.
( www.bit.ly/3psYdH4 )
■ ModuleWorks and Robotized – a supplier of bespoke CNC and robotic
manufacturing solutions – have extended their partnership to offer customised,
automated solutions that accelerate robot-assisted additive manufacturing,
including CMT (Cold Metal Transfer). ( www.bit.ly/3GjSZUj )
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SolidCAM
expands
machining
software to
Siemens NX
SolidCAM’s ( www.bit.
ly/2Z1YEgq ) iMachining
technology is now available for
Siemens NX the firm reports, as
CAM users simply insert
iMachining 2D and 3D
operations directly inside NX
CAM, using all NX functionality.
The company explains
iMachining achieves short cycle
times regardless of industry,
material or machine. The
iMachining toolpath is designed
to keep the cutter at maximum
efficiency and ensure the highest
material removal rate. Exact
stock rest material machining
and finish cuts
reportedly eliminate
air cutting and
unnecessary tool
retracts.
It also enables
users to choose
from eight levels
to automatically
adjust for fixture, tool
holding and CNC conditions,
which SolidCAM says makes it
easier to “overcome common
challenges with spindle and
fixture rigidity and excessive tool
deflection”.
SolidCAM notes iMachining
increases average tool life by
over five times and designed for
machining at full depth-of-cut,
using the entire tool rather than
only the bottom part. Optimum
cutting conditions reduce tool
wear and increase process
stability to avoid uncontrolled
tool breakage, while
iMachining’s Technology Wizard
automatically produces
optimised feeds, speeds, depths
and widths of cuts for CNC
machines, materials and tools.
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Lantek improves its Flex3d software

I

n an aim to respond to the
complexity and growing demand
in the sheet metal sector for
increasingly heterogeneous tube
designs and different formats,
Lantek ( www.bit.ly/3E2spwW )
has improved its Flex3d software.
The company has designed new
applications which it says,
“provide easy solutions when
designing and machining
complete or partial bevels
anywhere in the tube”. The
new version also makes it
possible to include
perforations of various types
(round, rectangular, triangular), and
deal with the multiple possibilities
that require a library of connections
and intersections for the assembly
of complete tube sets.
“One of the most highly
technologically-developed fields in
the sheet metal sector is the
manufacturing of tubes, both in
terms of the development of
machine operations and in software
solutions that address the variety of
demands raised by customers”,
explains Francisco Pérez, Lantek
OEM channel director.
Lankek says the ability to
address and resolve the variety of
possible scenarios, especially
considering the series of
fundamental variables in this field,
is key when it comes to responding
to the growing demand in this
market.

Each type of profile can be cut in
different ways. It depends on the
structure of the machine
(dimensions of the head/nozzle,
axis, etc.) and the client’s
preferences. In the past, tubecutting machines revolved mainly
around cutting circular and
rectangular tubes.
These machines were extremely
expensive and still are today.
However, with the introduction of
fibre laser manufacturing costs, as
well as those of the machines
themselves decreased, allowing
more companies to invest in the
technology. The machines have
evolved to meet the needs of this
new client/market which has, in
turn, triggered the emergence of
new needs for cutting “complex”
profiles.
The usual solution provided by
the machine manufacturer was
based on predefined machining for
each type of profile/format, but
when a new type appears, adding it
to the standard library is very time
consuming, especially now that the
number of possible formats is
exponentially multiplying. The result
is that the client must accept
whatever predefined machining
method the machine supplier offers,
which may not be ideal.
Aware of this situation and the
need to offer solutions for a wide
range of machines, with its tubecutting product Lantek Flex3d,
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Lantek has developed a new
machining concept. This new
solution is a tool able to define a
tailor-made cutting trajectory for any
profile. This includes a customised
cutting sequence defined by both
the OEM and the machine user to
meet their production requirements.
The result is the creation of a
“knowledge database” where the
OEM’s machine experience is
combined with the end user’s cutting
experience.
Lantek says this new
development has allowed it to get
ahead of the market, anticipating
the future and adapting to
manufacturers’ needs. This new
Lantek Flex3d tool will be available
in version V41 of the Global Release
2021.
With highly variable
manufacturing requirements Lantek
Flex3d must consider type of tube to
be manufactured and the type of
cutting machine used. For example,
large tubes for structural
applications, with sizeable thickness
and dimensions, are usually cut with
plasma and oxycut machines,
whereas narrower tubes with
reduced dimensions are generally
cut with laser cutting technology.
Lantek Flex3d has been designed
to resolve these complexities and is
fully integrated with the rest of
Lantek’s planning (MES),
management (ERP), analytics and
monitoring solutions.
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CGTech ( www.bit.ly/3CfWwjG )
has released version 9.2 of its
Vericut software. Vericut CNC
machine simulation, verification,
and optimisation software simulates
all types of CNC machining,
additive, and hybrid manufacturing
processes. The software operates
independently but can be integrated
with leading CAM systems.
The company says Vericut 9.2
increases productivity and
sustainability with several new
features that boost manufacturing
efficiency, help preserve machines
and cutting tools, increase machine
capacity and dramatically reduce
repair & scrap costs.
Substantial speed increases to
collision checking and overall
performance, a New 3DLive
interface, improved cutting tool
support, and reporting
enhancements are just a few of the
notable features in this latest
release. Hundreds of customer-

driven improvements and software
requests were also incorporated in
this latest version.
“The enhancements in version
9.2 provide the speed that shops of
all sizes need to produce more
efficient programs faster and get
their products to market more
quickly and competitively, while
promoting conservation of valuable
material and human resources,”
explains product manager, Gene
Granata.
CGTech’s integrated simulationoptimization solution, Vericut Force,
also benefits from these latest
enhancements. Force reduces
machining times, extends tool life,
prevents undesirable cutting
conditions and improves part
quality. Vericut 9.2 provides Force
optimisation users with more
options for setting and adjusting
optimisation limits, more tooling
data and greater customisation
options for graphs and reports.

Predator Software expands
into Europe with new office
Americas DNC and manufacturing automation software provider
Predator Software ( www.bit.ly/30SxwS9 )
has opened their 1st international sales and
support office in Cambridgeshire, UK, as part
of an expansion into Europe.
The new team will undertake sales and
support activity for customers and resellers
across the UK and Europe, enabling 200
existing, as well as new customers to benefit
from local support across the UK and Europe.
The managing director of the new office is
Braden Connolly who is a vastly experienced
executive and started his distinguished career
in manufacturing back in 1998. He has
extensive CAD, CAM, DNC and manufacturing
experience.
With the launch of the new company a free
health check initiative has been launched until
the end of 2021, which provides up to two free hours of service for
existing UK and EU customers.
Visit www.predator-software.com for more information.
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CGTech releases new version
of Vericut software

Hexagon automates
complex 6-axis production
New computer-aidedmanufacturing (CAM) technology
introduced by Hexagon’s
Manufacturing Intelligence division
( www.bit.ly/3C7oIpc ) makes it
possible to efficiently use complex
6-axis milling machine tools to
produce large parts for a variety of
industries and applications.
The specialist programming
tools provide accurate simulation
and generate efficient 6-axis
toolpaths to ensure that the
advanced machinery can be used
to its full potential for increased
productivity.
The ability to machine
components of any size in a single
operation increases efficiency, but
it is especially beneficial when
machining large parts because it
eliminates the need for the
labour-intensive repositioning of
heavy and cumbersome
workpieces.
Ideal for cutting large
components, 6-axis machine
tools are often used to produce
parts that can measure three
metres or larger in diameter,
including jet-engine containment
cases that ensure passenger
safety or parts for the energy and

marine industries.
The new tools introduced in
Hexagon’s Edgecam software
focus on 6-axis machines
equipped with two rotary axes on
the head and one rotary table,
where this sixth axis enables
milling tools to machine all sides
of a large part, including areas
otherwise impossible to reach
without repositioning workpieces.
The new dedicated 6-axis tools
provide greater toolpath control
and more accurate simulation of
processes, reducing the need for
expert intervention on the shopfloor, improving the utilisation of
advanced machinery, and
avoiding the risk of costly
damage.
EDGECAM improvements also
provide greater flexibility for 5-axis
milling by offering tools that allow
computer-numerical-control (CNC)
programmers to select the level of
automation they prefer when
creating toolpaths. CNC
programmers can choose to
automate toolpath generation,
manually create all toolpaths, or
generate toolpaths using a
combination of automated and
manual tools.

Pictured above: The specialist programming tools provide accurate
simulation and generate efficient 6-axis toolpaths
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VERICUT V9.2 users get quicker,
faster, better across the board

T

he three VUE 2021 (VERICUT Users’
Exchange) events held during
September 2021 attracted over 60
people from the UK’s leading advanced
manufacturing and technology companies.
The events kicked-off at the British Motor
Museum in Gaydon, followed by Aerospace
Bristol and culminating at the impressive
Nikken Innovation Centre Europe in
Rotherham. The technical staff from CGTech
used the event to provide customers with a
feature review of the enhancements made in
the latest release of VERICUT, Version 9.2.
Attendees were welcomed by Gavin
Powell, CGTech UK’s Technical Director. He
highlighted the fact that VERICUT remains
the world’s most advanced independent
CNC machine tool simulation and
optimisation software. “With the major
features of this new release, VERICUT offers
its users even more protection and
opportunities for productivity and efficiency
gains. Version 9.2 includes Collision
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and performance improvements; new
‘Graphs’ and ‘Tool Use’ windows that
provide visual data in an easy-to-use format;
enhanced support for hole making tools;
annotation and section for cutting tools; new
cutter types; user driven changes to improve
multi tool stations; FORCE and Additive
enhancements.”
Collision and performance improvements
of V9.2 were demonstrated with material
removal at tight cutting resolutions carried
out up to 30% faster. Deep concave collision
penetration has been enhanced, especially
against high triangle count models and an
impressive example of an impeller case
highlighted just how quick this latest version
of the software is, reducing the time
required from 12 minutes in V9.1 to just 36
seconds.
Regarding hole making the CGTech
technical team asked: ‘What could possible
go wrong?’ Very little with the support of
VERICUT Version 9.2 as the
software now checks for wrong
location, size or depth; cut deeper
than flutes; motion not along tool
axis; pre-drill operation before
ream or tap; and incorrect feeds/
speeds for tap.
New cutting tools supported
include spherical end mills,
known as lollipop or balloon
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cutters, and thread milling tools. While the
multi tool station enhancements are aimed
at users of Swiss-type sliding headstock
lathes where multiple tools are located on
platterns. Here, there is more collision
information provided for individual tools or
sub-assemblies.
“With VERICUT at the core of the
business any company can have vastly
improved interdepartmental connectivity,”
Gavin Powell states. “The machine shop,
tool setters, inspection department and
estimating can enjoy access to accurate
business data.”
The new Assembly Manager in V9.2
allows users to manage assemblies in a
library, making complex ancillary equipment
such as rotary tables; robot end effectors;
head attachments and workholding fixture
assemblies, clamps and bolts easier to
control as they can be shared on other
machines or even different projects.
Steve Shotbolt, International Sales
Engineer, presented Force enhancements
and success stories highlighting how time,
machine and cutting tool savings all added
up to provide substantial business benefits.
He explained: “The fundamental problem we
are solving with VERICUT Force optimization
is that CAM systems focus on feed rate. Not
chip thickness. The sequence for optimal
cutting is to maximise the chip thickness
matched to the tool, keep the chip thickness
consistent and avoid excesses.
“There are a number of key elements that
make Force even better in the latest version
of VERICUT, including using the cutting tools
Max Deflection as a limit, building on the
previous limits of chip thickness, force
applied to the cutter and spindle power. The
Force Material Catalogue Data can now filter
by material ISO code, or characteristics. It
can adjust turning operations for interrupted
cuts and a powerful ‘Learn From Results’
function allows users to ‘Save As’ for
optimization settings.”
For VERICUT users that were unable to
attend the live events CGTech has scheduled
a virtual event on the 17th & 18th November.
Online registration is now open
www.cgtech.co.uk/company/vue.html ■
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New ‘Training for Life’ programme
Reflecting its commitment to high levels of
ongoing service, technical support and
training, CGTech will shortly announce that it
will provide a new ‘Training for Life’
programme. Customers on active
maintenance may send one person, per
Verification license (limited to five in total),
to any standard virtual or physical training
class each year.
For over three decades CGTech has
remain committed to driving innovation and
excellence in CNC manufacturing, while
providing best-in-class software, services,
and support. Continuing this dedication to
its customers the new Training for Life
programme will come into effect from 1st
January 2022, aligned with new and
renewed user maintenance contracts.
Technical Director Gavin Powell explains:
“Since 1988, CGTech has been a trusted
partner to our customers providing NC
simulation and verification to protect their
CNC machines and business. We remain
committed to continue delivering the high
level of technical support and guidance our
customers have come to expect, and we
hope this new premium training offering will
help manufacturing businesses to remain at
the cutting edge.”
He points to a number of key areas that
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the company has
focused upon. At the
heart is VERICUT as a
world-class software
solution. “We will
continue to invest in
staff and resources
to deliver superior
service and
technology. Our
global engineering
team has grown to
help bring new
enhancements to
our software faster
than ever before. On top of the
improvements this year there are many new
enhancements are on the horizon in 2022.”
Continuous Improvement has always
been a key philosophy as CGTech continues
to develop and enhance its products,
bringing customers in the most demanding
industry sectors the best cutting-edge
manufacturing software available.
Unmatched Technical Support: “Our
Technical Support staff are among the best
in the industry, and we have invested in
new talent in order to respond even faster
to customer needs, project deliveries and
general assistance.”
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Greater licensing flexibility, such as
Cloud, Commuter and Temporary Licenses
are available to suit each customer’s
specific needs. CGTech also offer
Perpetual or Subscription Licenses to
accommodate any budget constraints.
“Now,” says Powell, “we have even
more options for training and education.
To ensure access to high-quality education
and training from anywhere in the world,
we now offer virtual VUEs and live online
training classes. The launch of a new
‘Training for Life’ programme extends this
even further for customers on a
maintenance plan.” ■
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CNC Training/Programming
GARDNER
C.N.C.
Supplying unrivalled CNC
training & applications
support for over 30 years
✔ CNC Training on all CNC controls
✔ CNC Programming for all machines
✔ CAM, DNC & Verification software
✔ Independent, unbiased advice

Spindle Repair

SPINDLE REBUILD
AND REPAIR
SPINDLE TYPES
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CNC Machining
Centres
CNC Lathes
Grinders
Boring Heads
Head Stocks
Tail Stocks
Conventional Machine Tools etc.

THOUSANDS
OF MACHINES
AVAILABLE
ONLINE

t: 01926 614882
e: info@gardner-cnc.co.uk
w: www.gardner-cnc.co.uk

Spindle Repair

Precision Spindle
Rebuilding
We offer a complete rebuild
service of:
• CNC Machining centre spindles
• CNC Lathe heads
• Grinding spindles (both belt
driven & high frequency types)
• Tailstocks
• Fine borng spindles
• Milling spindles
• Centre-less grinding spindles,
workheads, wheelheads etc.

For all the latest
news, follow us
on twitter
@Machinerytweets
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For the most comprehensive and personal
service on spindle rebuilding call Technova.

TECHNOVA PRECISION LTD
Unit 8a Paragon Way, Bayton Road Ind Est,
Exhall, Coventry, West Midlands CV7 9QS
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Email: will@technovaprecision.com
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of spindle components.

Which is why we’re regarded by the aerospace
industry as a company it can trust, a company
it can do business with.

Tel: 024 7663 7771
Email: sales@spindleservices.co.uk
Web: www.spindleservices.co.uk

We offer a complete rebuild
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• CNC Machining centre spindles
• CNC Lathe heads
• Grinding spindles (both belt
Deep Hole Drilling
driven & high frequency types)
• Tailstocks
• Fine borng spindles
• Milling spindles
• Centre-less grinding spindles,
workheads, wheelheads etc.
Deep Hole Drilling Deep Hole Boring CNC Gundrilling
Subcon Drilling Ltd
Unit 6, The Heron Business Park,
Eastman Way,
Hemel Hempstead,
Hertfordshire,
HP2 7FW

For the most comprehensive and personal
service on spindle rebuilding call Technova.

Spares and repairs
Join the Launch Party!
You can find all our launch offers at
- searchCNC
forTurning
Ganro.
EDM www.cncrotaryshop.com
Drilling CNC Milling CNC Honing
CNCROTARY.COM European Distributers of Ganro.
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metrology
Web:
www.technovaprecision.com
We’re precise . . . 92%
Excellence Rating, 99% On Time Delivery, 99% Product Quality, 98% 24hr Quotes . . . from start to perfect finish.
and materials

Measuring Equipment

testingHone-All Precision Limited Cherrycourt Way, Leighton Buzzard, LU7 4UH Telephone 0845 5555 111 E.mail sales@hone-all.co.uk hone-all.co.uk
equipment

Springs

Surface Finishing

Wanted Machine Tools

Alpha Springs are experts in the
manufacture of a wide range of metal
springs and spring related products

FISSO

• Expert design services
• Quality mass production
• Hand skills for low volume orders
• Competitive pricing
• Outstanding customer service
No it’s not.

Swiss Made

Dial Gauges
& DTI’s

FM 38790

Is this the Best Wanted Advert Ever Written?
Gauging Arms
& Bases

But we do want to buy your surplus Tool Room Equipment!
CNC, Lathes, Mills, Drills and all other types of
www.mapra.co.uk
Working from drawings, samples or designing

E: info@mapra.co.uk T: 020 8508
4207
Engineering

Equipment. Call us today to turn your used
machines
and old equipment
springs
for new products,
we produce:into cash.
Compression springs
*07752 569191*

To advertise here please call
Tension springs
*Quality Used Machine
Tools*
Torsion springs
James Creber on 01322 221144
Car Springs
www.jetmachinery.co.uk
Subcontract Services

START
GROWING
YOUR
BUSINESS
NOW

01763 274909
info@alphasprings.co.uk
www.alphasprings.co.uk

Subcontract Services
A division of

For over 35 years,
MA Knowledge has
been supplying the
engineering and
manufacturing industry
with high quality, targeted
business leads

✓

Specialists in Machining &
Gear Cutting
• 5 Axis CNC Machined Parts
• Precision Gears up to 600mm
• Ground Gears up to 400mm
• Gear Racks up to 3 metres long
For your subcontract machining and gear
cutting requirements contact us today:

T: +44 (0) 161 432 0222
E: enquiries@minigears.co.uk

www.minigears.co.uk

100%

✔ Data rental
✔ Data multi
use licences
COMPLIAN
T
✔ Email marketing
✔ Direct mail
✔ Telemarketing
✔ Lead generation
✔ Sales prospecting
✔ Data audits/ cleaning

GDPR

Contact: James Creber on 01322 221144
or james.creber@markallengroup.com

www.ma-knowledge.com

To advertise here
please call

Sarah Knight
on 01322 221144
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BBC 2 airs
THE SIMPSONS
for first time

The Spice Girls
release their
debut album,
Spice. It went
on to sell over 23
million copies.

have a feature looking at is it possible that manufacturing and
shop-floor measurement will one day be widely integrated.
In the second issue of October 1996, our comment piece
discussed how when Japanese machine tool supplier Matsuura
agreed to manufacture in the UK, it took more than 1600
interviews to secure the services of its team of graduate
production engineers and what surprises us, is it was able to find
what is rapidly becoming an endangered species – engineers.
In news, orders for machine tools in August in the USA reach
$667m with 2890 machines sold and $5557m with 24,096 units
sold for the year-to-date; and British exports of metalworking
machine tools in the first six months of 1996 were worth £251m,
an increase of 14% on the same period in 1995.
In other industry news, VarityPerkins’ new £12m engine plant in
Peterborough developed jointly with Shibaura Machinery (ISM) of
Japan is officially opened; Yuasa Warwick Machinery holds its first
open house for some years and reveals it has established a new
Factory Automation division; Wenlock Machine Tools revels its
range that include Wadkin machining centres, for which the
Leicester company acquired the design rights in 1991; and the
Machine Tool Technologies Association (MTTA) reveals an overall
trade deficit in machine tools of £59m for the first half of the year.
In features, we look at how despite offering the incentives of
low-inertia and high-stiffness feed drives, linear motors have not
yet taken off, although two companies have a been rewarded with
increased order books after taking the plunge; and we also have a
report on the first low-cost, benchtop machine to be installed in the
UK – an Emco Maier PC-Mill 10 – at Reliance Engineering.
We also have a spotlight on whether a North/South divide exists
across the UK, finding as far as subcontractors are concerned it is
booming; and our subcontracting capacity supplement looks at with
gearcutting skills becoming rarer and rarer among subcontractors,
those who still practice this art are more in
demand, leading to high competition. ■
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Bill Clinton is reelected as the President of the United
States, defeating Bob
Dole, the Republican
candidate
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Key Events
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his month in November 1996, we published two issues, and in
the first one, our comment piece urges our readers not to
panic, in the wake of comments regarding the application of
Machinery Directive-type regulations to existing equipment due to
the forthcoming legislation in the Provision and Use of Work
Equipment Regulations (PUWER) coming soon. We put our readers’
at ease, concluding it is not likely to lead to machine tool users
having to purchase new plant or fit safety equipment to comply.
In news, Dugard Machine Tools’ new Coventry showroom and
office is the setting for the unveiling of the new Niigata SPN40 high
speed precision horizontal machining centre; Taylor Hobson is
acquired by Schroder Ventures for £63m; and Brown & Sharpe has
moved into a new 59,000 square foot facility in Telford.
As for other headlines, Germany’s troubled 4th largest machine
tool company Traub has asked to enter administration proceedings
with bank debts of DM300 million; XYZ Machine Tools announces
it is opening a new sales and service centre in Nuneaton;
aerospace contractor Normalair Garrett installs a 3-axis Ikegai millturn centre at its Yeovil factory; and Walter GB, has expanded and
modernised its facilities in Redditch as profits continue to grow.
In features, we have a special motorsport focus and in
light of the triumph of Williams in the Formula One
World Championship, we ask, why does a country that
has recently struggled to hold a position in the world of
production cars lead in this field by such a margin?.
There is also a review of IMTS 96 in Chicago and with
the emphasis on metalcutting rather
than metalforming technology,
multi-spindle autos, PC-based
CNC and small machine tools
were the areas that the most
innovations were on display; and
with inspection becoming more
and more shop-floor based, we

▼
O.J. Simpson takes to the
stand as a hostile witness
in the wrongful death lawsuit filed against him. He
says that it’s “absolutely
not true.”

The coatings for
the highest performance

For more information:
cutting.tools/en/dragonskin
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STS80 –
Space Shuttle
Columbia conducts the
longest mission of the
Space Shuttle program
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Dugard’s facility in Coventry unveils new Niigata; Taylor Hobson acquired for £63m;
Traub asks to enter administration proceedings; XYZ to open new Nuneaton centre;
machine tools trade deficit of £59m in the first half of the year

Can’t trust your CAM?
VERICUT is the only way
to verify AND optimize
your NC programs
Eliminate manual prove-outs
Collision free machining
Reduce cycle times
Extend cutting tool life
Improve part quality
Maximize productivity

SAVE TIME. SAVE MONEY.
SAVE YOUR MACHINES
www.cgtech.co.uk
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Our warehouse in your
machine shop...
Access to
cutting tools 24/7
With full control.

Major cashflow
benefits
You only pay for
the tools you use.

Zero obsolete stock
You don‘t get left with old
cutting tool technology.

Major purchasing
cost reduction

Only one consolidated
invoice per month, with
no management fee.

Scan for a comprehensive
tool supply review

CERATIZIT is a high-technology engineering
group specialised in cutting tools and hard
material solutions.

Tooling the Future
www.ceratizit.com

